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CHILDCARE

>Q_HC1Ng< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
INTERVIEWER: IS THE RESPONDENT MALE OR FEMALE?
1 = MALE
2 = FEMALE

This creates the variable used to fill mother/father.

>Q_HC1< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

For this part of our visit, I'll be asking you questions about childcare, [CHILD]'s involvement with you and other family members, any romantic relationship you may presently have, and how you balance your role as a [mother/father] with your work and school activities. Please remember that your responses will be held in the strictest confidence, and you may decline to answer any question you wish. If you have any questions during the interview, please let me know.

>Q_HC0< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

Let's begin with childcare. I’d like to talk about other people or places that care for [CHILD]. This includes [fathers/mothers], other family members, day care centers or preschools. We do not include kindergarten of elementary schools here.

>Q_HC1<a(N)}

Does someone, other than yourself, including family members, babysitters, or a daycare center or preschool, take care of [CHILD] on regular basis, that is, at least once a week? [Do not include kindergarten or elementary school.]

1 = YES → go to HC7
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC1a< [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO DO NOT HAVE SOMEONE ELSE TAKING CARE OF CHILD REGULARLY, OR DK OR R (HC1=2,-1,-2)]

{qhc1aa(N)}

Is this because…
1=[CHILD] is always with you,
2=you use two or more arrangements during the week, or
3= some other reason (SPECIFY) {qhc1ab(A)}
**Q_HC1B**

*U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO DO NOT HAVE SOMEONE ELSE TAKING CARE OF CHILD REGULARLY, OR DK OR R (HC1=2,-1,-2)*

Sometimes, people have trouble arranging childcare that meets their needs. Please tell me if each of the following are reasons that you do not use regular childcare. CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

1= You don’t need or want regular childcare
2= childcare is too far away
3= childcare is full or doesn’t have space
4= childcare is too expensive
5= childcare isn’t available the hours you need
6= you have no good childcare choices
7= some other reason (SPECIFY) {qhc1bb(A)}
8= don’t know
9= refused

**Q_HC2**

*U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO DO NOT HAVE SOMEONE ELSE TAKING CARE OF CHILD REGULARLY, OR DK OR R (HC1=2,-1,-2)*

Has [CHILD] been in childcare or has [he/she] regularly been cared for by someone other than yourself at all in the past 12 months?

1 = YES
2 = NO ---------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW | go to HC65
-2 = REFUSED-----------------|

**Q_HC4**

*U: Rs WHO DO NOT HAVE SOMEONE ELSE TAKE CARE OF CHILD ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1≠1) BUT HAVE USED CHILDCARE OR CARE BY SOMEONE ELSE IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS (HC2=1)*

In the past 12 months, how many places has [CHILD] regularly received childcare by someone other than yourself? For example, daycare centers, other people's homes, or your own home.

**NUMBER:**
(1-99, -1, -2)
Other than yourself, how many people have regularly cared for [CHILD] in the past 12 months? This might include different head teachers in a daycare center, different relatives or different babysitters you've used.

NUMBER:
(1-99, -1, -2)

Think about the childcare you used for [CHILD] most recently. Why did you stop this childcare?

1 = CHILDCARE PROVIDER QUIT OR CLOSED
2 = R LEFT OR CHANGED JOBS
3 = CHILD BECAME TOO OLD FOR THAT ARRANGEMENT
4 = FAMILY MOVED AWAY FROM AREA
5 = RELATIVE ABLE TO TAKE OVER CHILDCARE
6 = TOO EXPENSIVE OR VOUCHERS EXPIRED
7 = R THOUGHT CHILD NOT DOING WELL IN CHILDCARE
8 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhc6o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

GO TO HC65

What kind of childcare do you use the most for [CHILD]?
NOTE: this question creates variable CCARE, which identifies type of care and is a [fill] later.

Q_HC7x< [U: Rs WHO HAVE SOMEONE ELSE TAKE CARE OF CHILD ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1), AND THE TYPE OF CHILDCARE IS A RELATIVE OR NON-RELATIVE IN CHILD’S OR OWN HOME (HC7=5,6,7,8)]

Q_HC7xF< [U: Rs WHO HAVE SOMEONE ELSE TAKE CARE OF CHILD ON REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]

Q_HC7A< [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) BUT NOT IN CHILD’S HOME (HC7≠5,7)]

How long does it take to get to this childcare from your home? (One way, using your typical transportation.)

MINUTES: HOURS:
{qhc7aa(N)} {qhc7ab(N)}
(0-120, -1, -2) (0-2, -1, -2)
On how many different days each week does [CHILD] receive this childcare?

DAYS PER WEEK:
(1-7, -1, -2)

And how many hours per week does [CHILD] receive this childcare?

HOURS PER WEEK:
(1-168, -1, -2)

In what month and year did you start using this childcare for [CHILD]?

MONTH:   YEAR:
{qhc10m(N)}  {qhc10y(N)}
(1-12, -1)  GO TO YEAR  (1994-2001, -1, -2)
(-2)  GO TO HC11

How much do you pay for this childcare for [CHILD]?

DOLLARS:
{qhc11a(N)}
(0-9999.99, -1, -2)

{qhc11u(N)} [U: Rs WHO REPORTED AN AMOUNT (.01-9999.99)]

1 = PER HOUR
2 = PER DAY
3 = PER WEEK
4 = PER MONTH
>Q_HC12<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc12a(N)}

In the past 30 days, how many times have you been unable to use this care when you needed or wanted to? For example, when the daycare center was closed, or your babysitter didn't show up, or [CHILD] could not go for some reason (such as illness or transportation problems).

NUMBER:
(0-99, -1, -2)

>Q_HC13<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc13a(N)}

Other than the childcare that you have just told me about, are you now using any other childcare for [CHILD] at least one day per week?

1 = YES
2 = NO  --------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW     | - go to HC23
-2 = REFUSED  -----------|

>Q_HC14<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING MORE THAN ONE CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1)]
{qhc14a(N)}

What type of childcare is this?

1 = DAYCARE CENTER
2 = PRESCHOOL
3 = HEAD START
4 = FAMILY DAYCARE HOME
5 = RELATIVE IN CHILD'S HOME  →  go to HC15
6 = RELATIVE IN THEIR OWN HOME
7 = NON-RELATIVE IN CHILD'S HOME  →  go to HC15
8 = NON-RELATIVE IN THEIR OWN HOME
9 = OTHER (SPECIFY)  {qhc14o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC14A<  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING A SECOND CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1) THAT IS NOT IN CHILD’S HOME (HC14≠ 5, 7)]

How many long does it take to get to this childcare from your home? (One way, using typical your typical mode of transportation.)

MINUTES:
{qhc14aa(N)}
(0-120, -1, -2)

HOURS:
{qhc14ab(N)}
(0-2, -1, -2)

>Q_HC15<  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING A SECOND CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1)]

{qhc15a(N)}

On how many different days each week does [CHILD] receive this childcare?

DAYS PER WEEK:
(1-7, -1, -2)

>Q_HC16<  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING A SECOND CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1)]

{qhc16a(N)}

And how many hours per week does [CHILD] receive this childcare?

HOURS:
(1-168, -1, -2)

>Q_HC17<  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING A SECOND CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1)]

In what month and year did you start using this childcare?

MONTH:
{qhc17m(N)}
(1-12, -1) → GO TO YEAR
(1-12, -1) → GO TO YEAR
(-2) → GO TO HC18

YEAR:
{qhc17y(N)}
(1994-2001, -1, -2)
>Q_HC18<  

[ U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING A SECOND CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1) ]

How much do you pay for this childcare for [CHILD]?

DOLLARS:
{qhc18a(N)}
(0-9999.99, -1, -2)

{qhc18u(N)}  
[ U: Rs WHO REPORTED AN AMOUNT (.01-9999.99)]

#   %
1 = PER HOUR
2 = PER DAY
3 = PER WEEK
4 = PER MONTH

>Q_HC19<  

[ U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) AND ARE USING A SECOND CHILDCARE AT LEAST ONE DAY PER WEEK (HC13=1) ]

In the past 30 days, how many times have you been unable to use this care when you needed or wanted to? For example, when the daycare center was closed, or your babysitter didn't show up, or [CHILD] could not go for some reason (such as illness or transportation problems).

NUMBER:
(1-99, -1, -2)

>Q_HC23<  

[ U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1) ]

In the past 12 months, how many places has [CHILD] regularly received childcare by someone other than yourself? For example, daycare centers, other people's homes, or your own home.

NUMBER:
(1-99, -1, -2)
>Q_HC24<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc24a(N)}

Other than yourself, how many people have regularly cared for [CHILD] in the past 12 months? This might include different head teachers in a daycare center, different relatives or different babysitters you've used.

NUMBER:
(1-99, -1, -2)

>Q_HC25<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]

If this is an in-person interview [CAPIMO23=1]: Now I have some questions concerning your feelings about the main childcare you now use for [CHILD], that is, the [CCARE] you told me about first. Please use card HC-1 to tell me how often each of the following statements is true.

If a phone interview: Now I have some questions concerning your feelings about the main childcare you now use for [CHILD], that is, the [CCARE] you told me about first.

>Q_HC26<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc26a(N)}

The first statement is: [CHILD] feels safe and secure in this childcare. How often is this true?  

1 = Never,  
2 = rarely,  
3 = sometimes,  
4 = often, or  
5 = always?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC27<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc27a(N)}

The childcare provider is warm and affectionate toward [CHILD]. How often is this true? 

1 = Never,  
2 = rarely,  
3 = sometimes,  
4 = often, or  
5 = always?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC28<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc28a(N)}

It's a healthy place for [CHILD].

(How often is it true that this childcare is a healthy place for [CHILD]? Would you say...)

1 = NEVER,  
2 = RARELY,  
3 = SOMETIMES,  
4 = OFTEN, OR  
5 = ALWAYS?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC29<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc29a(N)}

[CHILD] is treated with respect.

(How often is it true that [CHILD] is treated with respect? Would you say...)

1 = NEVER,  
2 = RARELY,  
3 = SOMETIMES,  
4 = OFTEN, OR  
5 = ALWAYS?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC30<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc30a(N)}

[CHILD] is safe with the childcare provider.

(How often is it true that [CHILD] is safe with the childcare provider? Would you say...)

1 = NEVER,  
2 = RARELY,  
3 = SOMETIMES,  
4 = OFTEN, OR  
5 = ALWAYS?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC31< [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc31a(N)}

[CHILD] gets a lot of individual attention.

(How often is it true that [CHILD] gets a lot of individual attention? Would you say...)  

1 = NEVER, 
2 = RARELY, 
3 = SOMETIMES, 
4 = OFTEN, OR 
5 = ALWAYS? 
-1 = DON’T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC32< [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc32a(N)}

You and the childcare provider share information.

(How often is it true that you and the childcare provider share information? Would you say...)  

1 = NEVER, 
2 = RARELY, 
3 = SOMETIMES, 
4 = OFTEN, OR 
5 = ALWAYS? 
-1 = DON’T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC33< [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc33a(N)}

The childcare provider is open to new information and learning.

(How often is it true that the childcare provider is open to new information and learning? Would you say...)  

1 = NEVER, 
2 = RARELY, 
3 = SOMETIMES, 
4 = OFTEN, OR 
5 = ALWAYS? 
-1 = DON’T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC34<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc34a(N)}

The childcare provider shows he or she knows a lot about children and their needs.

(How often is it true that the childcare provider shows he or she knows a lot about children and their needs? Would you say...)

1 = NEVER,
2 = RARELY,
3 = SOMETIMES,
4 = OFTEN, OR
5 = ALWAYS?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC35<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc35a(N)}

The childcare provider handles discipline matters easily without being harsh.

(How often is it true that the childcare provider handles discipline matters easily without being harsh? Would you say...)

1 = NEVER,
2 = RARELY,
3 = SOMETIMES,
4 = OFTEN, OR
5 = ALWAYS?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC36<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc36a(N)}

[CHILD] likes the childcare provider.

(How often is it true that [CHILD] likes the childcare provider? Would you say...)

1 = NEVER,
2 = RARELY,
3 = SOMETIMES,
4 = OFTEN, OR
5 = ALWAYS?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
The childcare provider is supportive of you as a parent.

(How often is it true that the childcare provider is supportive of you as a parent? Would you say...)  

1 = NEVER,  
2 = RARELY,  
3 = SOMETIMES,  
4 = OFTEN, OR  
5 = ALWAYS?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

There are a lot of creative activities going on.

(How often is it true that there are a lot of creative activities going on? Would you say...)  

1 = NEVER,  
2 = RARELY,  
3 = SOMETIMES,  
4 = OFTEN, OR  
5 = ALWAYS?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

It's an interesting place for [CHILD].

(How often is it true that it's an interesting place for [CHILD]? Would you say...)  

1 = NEVER,  
2 = RARELY,  
3 = SOMETIMES,  
4 = OFTEN, OR  
5 = ALWAYS?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
The childcare provider is happy to see [CHILD].

(How often is it true that the childcare provider is happy to see [CHILD]? Would you say...)

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{#} & \text{%} \\
1 & \text{NEVER,} \\
2 & \text{RARELY,} \\
3 & \text{SOMETIMES,} \\
4 & \text{OFTEN, OR} \\
5 & \text{ALWAYS?} \\
-1 & \text{DON’T KNOW} \\
-2 & \text{REFUSED} \\
\end{array}
\]

> Q_HC41 <  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc41a(N)}

If in-person interview [CAPIMO23= 1]: Now I'd like you to tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the childcare arrangement we've been talking about. Pick your answer from Card HC-2.

If phone interview: Now I'd like you to tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the childcare arrangement we've been talking about.

The first statement is: You found a childcare provider who shares your values. Would you say you...

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{#} & \text{%} \\
1 & \text{Strongly disagree,} \\
2 & \text{Disagree,} \\
3 & \text{Agree, or} \\
4 & \text{Strongly agree?} \\
-1 & \text{DON’T KNOW} \\
-2 & \text{REFUSED} \\
\end{array}
\]

> Q_HC42 <  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc42a(N)}

How much do you agree or disagree with the next statement: You like the way the childcare provider views the world. Would you say....

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{#} & \text{%} \\
1 & \text{Strongly disagree,} \\
2 & \text{Disagree,} \\
3 & \text{Agree, or} \\
4 & \text{Strongly agree?} \\
-1 & \text{DON’T KNOW} \\
-2 & \text{REFUSED} \\
\end{array}
\]
>Q_HC43<  
{qhc43a(N)}

Low cost was the most important reason you chose the childcare you did.

(How much do you agree or disagree that low cost was the most important reason you chose the childcare you did? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC44<  
{qhc44a(N)}

There are good choices for childcare where you live.

(How much do you agree or disagree that there are good choices for childcare where you live? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC45<  
{qhc45a(N)}

When you made this arrangement, you had more than one option.

(How much do you agree or disagree that when you made this arrangement, you had more than one option? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC46<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc46a(N)}

You've had difficulty finding the childcare you want.

(How much do you agree or disagree that you've had difficulty finding the childcare you want? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC47<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc47a(N)}

Your family does without things you need in order to pay for childcare.

(How much do you agree or disagree that your family does without things you need in order to pay for childcare? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC48<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc48a(N)}

In choosing childcare, you've felt you had to take whatever you could get.

(How much do you agree or disagree that in choosing childcare, you've felt you had to take whatever you could get? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC49<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc49a(N)}

For your childcare arrangement, transportation is a big problem.

(How much do you agree or disagree that for your childcare arrangement, transportation is a big problem? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC50<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc50a(N)}

Your childcare is too far from home.

(How much do you agree or disagree that your childcare is too far from home? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC51<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc51a(N)}

You have difficulty paying for childcare.

(How much do you agree or disagree that you have difficulty paying for childcare? Would you say...)  

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC52<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc52a(N)}

You can't afford the kind of childcare you would like.

(How much do you agree or disagree that you can't afford the kind of childcare you would like? Would you say...) 

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE, 
2 = DISAGREE, 
3 = AGREE, OR 
4 = STRONGLY AGREE? 
-1 = DON'T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC53<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc53a(N)}

[CHILD]'s childcare provider understands your job and what goes on for you at work.

(How much do you agree or disagree that [CHILD]'s childcare provider understands your job and what goes on for you at work? Would you say...) 

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE, 
2 = DISAGREE, 
3 = AGREE, OR 
4 = STRONGLY AGREE? 
-1 = DON'T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC54<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc54a(N)}

You rely on the childcare provider to be flexible about hours.

(How much do you agree or disagree that you rely on the childcare provider to be flexible about hours? Would you say...) 

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE, 
2 = DISAGREE, 
3 = AGREE, OR 
4 = STRONGLY AGREE? 
-1 = DON'T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC55<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc55a(N)}

The childcare provider is willing to work with you about your work schedule.

(How much do you agree or disagree that the childcare provider is willing to work with you about your work schedule? Would you say...)

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,
2 = DISAGREE,
3 = AGREE, OR
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC56<  [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc56a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE CHILDCARE PROVIDER IS A RELATIVE OR NON-RELATIVE IN CHILD’S HOME (HC7 = 5 OR 7)]
The childcare provider can come early or stay late if you need him or her to.

[FOR Rs WHOSE CHILDCARE PROVIDER IS CODED AS “OTHER” (HC7 =9)]
The childcare provider will start taking care of [CHILD] early or will take care of [CHILD] late if you need him or her to.

[FOR Rs WITH ALL OTHER TYPES OF CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HC7≠5,7,9)]
You can bring [CHILD] early or pick [CHILD] up late if you need to.

(How much do you agree or disagree? Would you say...)

1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,
2 = DISAGREE,
3 = AGREE, OR
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC57<  
{qhc57a(N)}

You never worry about the childcare provider being there when he or she's supposed to.

(How much do you agree or disagree that you never worry about the childcare provider being there when she's supposed to. Would you say...)  

# %  
1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC58<  
{qhc58a(N)}

If [CHILD] is mildly sick, you can still rely on the childcare arrangement.

(How much do you agree or disagree that if [CHILD] is mildly sick, you can still rely on the childcare arrangement Would you say...)  

# %  
1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC59<  
{qhc59a(N)}

If [CHILD]'s childcare provider is out sick, there is another arrangement you can turn to.

(How much do you agree or disagree that if [CHILD]'s childcare provider is out sick, there is another arrangement you can turn to? Would you say...)  

# %  
1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE,  
2 = DISAGREE,  
3 = AGREE, OR  
4 = STRONGLY AGREE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
**Q_HC60**  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]  
{qhc60a(N)}

How often do you speak directly with the childcare provider about what [CHILD] did during the day, whether [CHILD] took a nap, or what [CHILD] ate? Would you say...

1 = Never,  
2 = every few months,  
3 = once a month or more,  
4 = once a week or more, or  
5 = nearly every day?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

---

**Q_HC61**  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]  
{qhc61a(N)}

How often do you speak with the childcare provider about how [CHILD] is doing more generally, or about any special concerns you have concerning [CHILD]? Would you say...

1 = Never,  
2 = every few months,  
3 = once a month or more,  
4 = once a week or more, or  
5 = nearly every day?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

---

**Q_HC62**  
[U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]  
{qhc62a(N)}

How often does [CHILD]'s childcare provider talk to you about [CHILD] or about special concerns or issues he or she has with [CHILD]?  

1 = Never,  
2 = every few months,  
3 = once a month or more,  
4 = once a week or more, or  
5 = nearly every day?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HC63< [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc63a(N)}

How often do you participate in activities or outings with the childcare provider and [CHILD]?

1 = NEVER,  
2 = EVERY FEW MONTHS,  
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE,  
4 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE, OR  
5 = NEARLY EVERY DAY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC64< [U: Rs WHO USE CHILDCARE ON A REGULAR BASIS (HC1=1)]
{qhc64a(N)}

How often does the childcare provider provide you with advice or emotional support?

1 = NEVER,  
2 = EVERY FEW MONTHS,  
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE,  
4 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE, OR  
5 = NEARLY EVERY DAY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HC65< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhc65a(N)}

If you had complete freedom to choose, what kind of care would you choose for [CHILD]?

1 = YOU STAYING HOME WITH [CHILD] FULL TIME,  
2 = A CHILDCARE CENTER  
3 = A FAMILY DAYCARE CENTER  
4 = A RELATIVE IN YOUR HOME  
5 = A RELATIVE IN THEIR HOME  
6 = A NON-RELATIVE IN YOUR HOME  
7 = A NON-RELATIVE IN THEIR HOME  
8 = SOME OTHER CHILDCARE ARRANGEMENT (SPECIFY)  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

End of Childcare Section
FATHER INVOLVEMENT

>Q_HF1<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhf1a(N)}

Now, I'd like to ask you about people who may be important to [CHILD], including yourself.

First, let's talk about living situations [CHILD] has had in [his/her] life. Have you and [CHILD] ever lived apart from each other for 1 month or longer at any time since [EDS1DT23]?

#        %
1 = YES
2 = NO ---------
-1 = DON'T KNOW  | - go to HF10A
-2 = REFUSED --------

>Q_HF2<  [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1)]

In what month and year did you and [CHILD] first live apart?

MONTH:   YEAR:
{qhf2m(N)}   {qhf2y(N)}
(1-12, -1) → GO TO YEAR (1999-2001, -1, -2)
(-2) → GO TO HF3

>Q_HF3<  [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1)]

Since [EDS1DT23], in what month and year did you start living with [CHILD] again after living apart?

MONTH:   YEAR:
{qhf3m(N)}   {qhf3y(N)}
(1-12, -1) → GO TO YEAR (1999-2001, -1, -2)
(-2) → GO TO HF4

>Q_HF4<  [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1)]

During this time that [CHILD] was not living with you, with whom did [he/she] live? CODE ALL THAT APPLY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIOLOGICAL FATHER</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOLOGICAL MOTHER</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERNAL GRANDPARENT(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS)</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATERNAL GRANDPARENT(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS)</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER RELATIVE(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS)</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIEND(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS)</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A FOSTER FAMILY (NOT RELATED TO CHILD)</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN A HOSPITAL/SHELTER</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER (SPECIFY)</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>y/n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HF5<  
"[U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1)]"

>{qhf5a(N)}

Why did you and [CHILD] not live together during this time?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R UNABLE TO AFFORD CARING FOR CHILD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTER/SAFER NEIGHBORHOOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R'S HEALTH OR DRUG USE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R IN JAIL/PRISON/DETENTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R WORKING OR IN SCHOOL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILD'S HEALTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILD PLACED BY SOCIAL SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANTED CHILD TO SPEND TIME WITH RELATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILD WAS WITH PARENTS (R IS NOT PARENT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER (SPECIFY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HF6<  
"[U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1)]"

>{qhf6aa, qhf6ba, . . . through phf6ja(N))}

Was there another period of 1 month or more, since [EDS1DT23], when you and [CHILD] lived apart?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>go to HF10A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
<td>go to HG10A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>go to HG10A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HF7< [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER MORE THAN ONE TIME SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1 AND HF6=1)]

Since [EDS1DT23], in what month and year did you and [CHILD] start living apart this next time?

MONTH: \{qhf7am, qhf7bm, \ldots qhf7jm(N)\}  
\(1-12, -1\) \rightarrow GO TO YEAR  
\(-2\) \rightarrow GO TO HF8

YEAR: \{qhf7ay, qhf7by, \ldots qhf7jy(N)\}  
(1999-2001, -2)

>Q_HF8< [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER MORE THAN ONE TIME SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1 AND HF6=1)]

In what month and year did you start living with [CHILD] again?

MONTH: \{qhf8am, qhf8bm, \ldots qhf8jm(N)\}  
\(1-12, -1\) \rightarrow GO TO YEAR  
\(-2\) \rightarrow GO TO HF9

YEAR: \{qhf8ay, qhf8by, \ldots qhf8jy(N)\}  
(1999-2001, -1, -2)

>Q_HF9< [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER FOR MORE THAN ONE TIME SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF1=1 AND HF6=1)]

\{qhf9_1tg through qhf9_11tg(A)\}

During this time that [CHILD] was not living with you, with whom did [he/she] live? CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1 = BIOLOGICAL FATHER    y/n
2 = BIOLOGICAL MOTHER    y/n
3 = MATERNAL GRANDPARENT(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS) y/n
4 = PATERNAL GRANDPARENT(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS) y/n
5 = OTHER RELATIVE(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS) y/n
6 = FRIEND(S) (WITHOUT PARENTS) y/n
7 = A FOSTER FAMILY (NOT RELATED TO CHILD) y/n
8 = IN A HOSPITAL/SHELTER y/n
9 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf9ab, qhf9bb,…qhf9jb(A)} y/n
10 = DON’T KNOW y/n
11 = REFUSED y/n

>Q_HF10<       [U: Rs HAVE LIVED APART FROM CHILD FOR 1 MONTH OR LONGER FOR MORE THAN ONE TIME SINCE [EDSIDT23] (HF1=1 AND HF6=1)]
{qhf10a, qhf10b, . . . through qhf10j(N))}

Why didn't you and [CHILD] live together during this time?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qhf10a</th>
<th>qhf10b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 = R UNABLE TO AFFORD CARING FOR CHILD
2 = BETTER/SAFER NEIGHBORHOOD
3 = R'S HEALTH OR DRUG USE
4 = R IN JAIL/PRISON/DETENTION
5 = R WORKING OR IN SCHOOL
6 = CHILD'S HEALTH
7 = CHILD PLACED BY SOCIAL SERVICES
8 = WANTED CHILD TO SPEND TIME WITH RELATIVES
9 = CHILD WAS WITH PARENTS (R IS NOT PARENT)
10 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf10ao through qhf10jo(A)}

-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
→ GO BACK TO HF6 AND REPEAT LOOP UNTIL NO MORE PERIODS OF LIVING APART (HF6=2, -1, -2). THEN, GO TO HF10A.

>Q_HF10A<  
{qhf10aa(N)}

[U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CHILD CAREGIVERS]

How many times has [CHILD] moved to a new home or apartment since [EDS1DT23]?

NUMBER:
(0-99, -1, -2)

>Q_HF11FC<

→ IF THE RESPONDENT IS THE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL FATHER [BIODAD=1], GO TO END OF SECTION.
→ IF THE FATHER IS LISTED AS LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1), GO TO HF12.
→ IF BIOLOGICAL FATHER WAS NOT ALIVE IN WAVE ONE [DADDEAD=2] GO TO HF53.
ELSE, CONTINUE. Program pulls father’s name from wave 1 for [fill].

>Q_HF11A<  
{qhf11aa(N)}

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL FATHER IS NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND WAS ALIVE IN WAVE 1 (DADDEAD=1, -1, -2)]

Now I’d like to ask you about [FATHER], [CHILD]’s natural or biological father.

Is [FATHER] still alive?  

1 = YES  → go to HF11C
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW -----  - go to
-2 = REFUSED --------  |  HF11C
In what month and year did [FATHER] die?

MONTH:           YEAR: 
\{qhf11bm(N)}    \{qhf11by(N)}  
(1-12, -1, -2)    (1983-1999, -1, -2)

→ go to HF53

Since [EDS1DT23], has [FATHER] lived in the same household as [CHILD]?

1 = YES   
2 = NO  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  | - go to HF17  
-2 = REFUSED 

Since [EDS1DT23], was there a period of 1 month or more when [CHILD] and [FATHER] lived apart?

1 = YES   
2 = NO  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  | - go to HF18a_FC  
-2 = REFUSED 

NOTE: Items HF13-HF16FC are in a loop that repeats up to 10 times, collecting spells in which child and father lived apart. The item variable names are noted at each item and are also shown in a summary grid after item HF16FC. The grid may be more helpful in understanding the data collected in the loop variables.
Since [EDS1DT23], in what month and year did [CHILD] and [HFFATHER] start living apart?

MONTH:
{qhf13am, qhf13bm, . . . qhf13jm(N)}
(1-12, -1) \rightarrow GO TO YEAR
(-2) \rightarrow GO TO HF14

YEAR:
{qhf13ay, qhf13by, . . . qhf13jy(N)}
(1994-2001, -1, -2)

Did [HFFATHER] ever live with [CHILD] after that?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qhf14aa</th>
<th>qhf14ba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 = YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = NO \rightarrow go to HF18a_FC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 = DON'T KNOW \rightarrow go to HF18a_FC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 = REFUSED \rightarrow go to HF18a_FC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In what month and year did [HFFATHER] start living with [CHILD] again?
MONTH: \{qhf15am, qhf15bm, \ldots \ qhf15jm(N)\} \hspace{1cm} YEAR: \{qhf15ay, qhf15by, \ldots \ qhf15jy(N)\}

(1-12, -1) \rightarrow \text{GO TO YEAR}

(-2) \rightarrow \text{GO TO HF16}

\textbf{Q\_HF16} \rightarrow

\begin{itemize}
\item [\textbf{U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD \#1) AND FOR WHOM FATHER AND CHILD HAVE LIVED APART FOR ONE MONTH OR MORE (HF12=1) BUT LIVED TOGETHER AFTER THAT (HF14=1) AND CHILD’S FATHER 1) DOES NOT LIVE IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR DK OR R (QFINH=1 AND HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINH=1)]
\end{itemize}

{qhf16aa, qhf16ba, \ldots \ qhf16ja(N)}

\textbf{Since [EDS1DT23], was there another period of 1 month or more when [CHILD] and [HFFATHER] lived apart?}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & qhf16aa & qhf16ba \\
\hline
# & % & # & % \\
\hline
1 = YES & & \\
2 = NO \rightarrow \text{go to HF18a\_FC} & & \\
-1 = DON’T KNOW \rightarrow \text{go to HF18a\_FC} & & \\
-2 = REFUSED \rightarrow \text{go to HF18a\_FC} & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textbf{REPEAT HF13 THROUGH HF16 UNTIL HF16 \#1, THAT IS, NO MORE PERIODS OF SEPARATION.}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & 1\textsuperscript{st} time through loop & 2\textsuperscript{nd} time through loop & 3\textsuperscript{rd} - 9\textsuperscript{th} time through loop & 10\textsuperscript{th} time through loop \\
\hline
HF13. Month and Year child and father started living apart & qhf13am(N) & qhf13bm & \ldots & qhf13jm & qhf13\_10y \\
 & qhf13ay(N) & qhf13\_2y & \ldots & \\
\hline
HF14. Father ever live with child after that? & qhf14aa(N) & qhf14ba & \ldots & qhf14ja \\
\hline
HF15. Month and Year father started living with child again & qhf15am(N) & qhf15bm & \ldots & qhf15jm & qhf15jy \\
 & qhf15ay(N) & qhf15by & \ldots & \\
\hline
HF16. Was there another period father and child lived apart? & qhf16aa(N) & qhf16ba & \ldots & qhf16ja \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textbf{Note: Shaded cells indicate end or beginning of a spell of living together.}
>Q_HF16A_FC<  [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER HAS MORE THAN 10 ONE MONTH SEPARATIONS FROM CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23]

If the father is in the household [QFINHH=1], go to HF18a_FC.

>Q_HF17<  [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND 1) FATHER HAS NOT LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11C=2, -1, -2) OR 2) LIVED WITH CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23, BUT HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS]

{qhf17a(N)}

Has [HFFATHER] seen or spent time with [CHILD] since [EDS1DT23]?

1 = YES → go to HF18a_FC
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW -----| - go to
-2 = REFUSED  ---------- |   HF53

>Q_HF18<  [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND 1) FATHER HAS NOT LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE WAVE 1 INTERVIEW [EDS1DT23] OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11C=2, -1, -2) OR 2) LIVED WITH CHILD, BUT HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23 AND HAS NOT SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=2)]
What is the main reason [HFFATHER] has not seen or spent time with [CHILD]?

1 = DON'T KNOW WHO FATHER IS
2 = R OR CHILD HAVE NO RELATIONSHIP WITH FATHER
3 = FATHER NO LONGER LIVING
4 = FATHER IN JAIL
5 = FATHER LIVES FAR AWAY
6 = OTHER (SPECIFY) 
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF18FC<
  → Go to HF53.

>Q_HF18aFC<  [U1: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)

If R is a continuing caregiver (matype ≠ 1, 3), go to HF36_FC. Else, go to HF19.

>Q_HF19<  [U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3),AND WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) IS NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH =1)AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)]

{qhf19a(N)}

[IF R IS THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER OF FOCAL CHILD (QBIOMOM = 1)]
Was [HFFATHER] supportive during your pregnancy with [CHILD]?
[IF R IS NOT THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]

Was [HFFATHER] supportive during [CHILD]'s mother's pregnancy with [him/her]?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF20<

[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)]

{qhf20a(N)}

Did [HFFATHER] attend [CHILD]'s birth?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF21<

[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)]

{qhf21a(N)}

[IF R IS THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER OF FOCAL CHILD (QBIOMOM = 1)]

Following [CHILD]'s birth, did [HFFATHER] visit [him/her] or you in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?
Following [CHILD]'s birth, did [HFFATHER] visit [him/her] or the mother in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF22<

[ U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) ]

{qhf22a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first twelve months, that is from birth until [he/she] was one year old, did [HFFATHER] help take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- | - go to
-1 = DON'T KNOW | -2 = REFUSED------------- | Q_HF24

>Q_HF23<

[ U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER HELPED CARE FOR CHILD DURING FIRST YEAR (HF22=1)AND A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) ]

About how many hours did [HFFATHER] help take care of [CHILD] during [fill his/her] first 12 months?
During [CHILD]'s first 12 months, how often did [HFFATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf24o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

NO VARIABLES HF25-27
>Q_HF28<  

[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) ) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)]

{qhf28a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how close were [he/she] and [HFFATHER]? Would you say...

1 = Not very close,
2 = fairly close,
3 = quite close, or
4 = extremely close?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF29<  

[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) ) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)]

{qhf29a(N)}

And during this time, how close were you and [HFFATHER]? Would you say...

1 = Not very close,
2 = fairly close,
3 = quite close, or
4 = extremely close?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF30<  
[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) ]

{qhf30a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much responsibility did [HFFATHER] take for raising [him/her]?

Would you say...

1 = none,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF31<  
[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) ]

{qhf31a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [HFFATHER]'s involvement interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF32<  
[ U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) ]

{qhf32a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [HFFATHER]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF33<  
[ U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) ]

{qhf33a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [HFFATHER]'s financial and material support such as money, housing, or things like diapers for [CHILD] help you?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF34<

[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)

{qhf34a(N)}

Now during the year between [CHILD]’s first and second birthday, that is when [he/she] was one, did [HFFATHER] ever take care of [him/her]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW | - go to
-2 = REFUSED------------- | HF36FC

>Q_HF35<

[U: R WHO ARE CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR ARE NEW CAREGIVERS (matype=1,3) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER TOOK CARE OF CHILD BETWEEN 1ST AND 2ND BIRTHDAYS (HF34=1) AND A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) OR AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1)

{qhf35a(N)}

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf35a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)
Between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, how often did [HFFATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY)   {qhf36o(A)}
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

If child’s eds1yr32 was 2, continue. If child’s eds1yr32 was 3, go to HF40. If child’s eds1yr32 was greater than or equal to 4, go to HF43.
>Q_HF37<  [U: Rs WITH 2-YEAR-OLDS IN EDSWAVE 1 WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)

{qhf37a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) AGE 2]
Now think about the present time. These days, does [HFFATHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]’s second and third birthday, that is when [he/she] was two, did [HFFATHER] ever take care of [him/her]?

#   %
1 = YES
2 = NO  --------------------- |  - go to HF38_FC
-1 = DON’T KNOW         |  -  REFUSED--------- |
-2 = REFUSED------------- |  -

>Q_HF38<  [U: Rs WITH 2-YEAR-OLDS DURING EDSWAVE 1 WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER EVER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 2 YRS. OLD (HF37=1) AND EITHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (PFINHH AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf38a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhf38u(N)}  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

#   %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF38_FC<  [U: Rs WITH 2-YR-OLDS IN EDSWAVE 1 WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER EVER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 2 YRS. OLD (HF37=1) AND EITHER A) LIVES IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) AND IF HAD MORE THAN 10 ONE-MONTH SEPARATIONS SINCE EDS1DT23, THEN FATHER HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) OR B) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) AND EITHER 1) HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)

IF FATHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND CHILD'S AGE IS (EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HF39_FC.

>Q_HF39<  [U: CHILD'S EDSWAVE1 AGE WAS 2 AND 1) FATHER IS LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) BUT CHILD NOT 2 YEARS OLD NOW OR 2) FATHER IS NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). THEY ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

{qhf39a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) AGE 2]
These days, how often does [HFFATHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]'s second and third birthday, how often did [HFFATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?  

#  %
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER LIVES/LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf39ao(A)}
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF39_FC<  IF CHILD'S CURRENT AGE IS (EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HF46
{qhf39a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) AGE 2]
These days, how often does [HFFATHER] see or visit [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]’s second and third birthday, how often did [HFFATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more,
5 = almost every day
6 = FATHER LIVES/LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf39ao(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF40<  
[U: CHILD WAS AGE 3 IN WAVE 1 OR WAS AGE 2 IN WAVE 1 BUT IS NOW 3 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) THEY ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

{qhf40a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]’s third and fourth birthday, that is when [he/she] was three, did [HFFATHER] ever take care of [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
Now think about the present time. These days, does [HFFATHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO--------------------- | 
-1 = DON’T KNOW        | - go to HF41_FC
-2 = REFUSED------------ |
**>Q_HF41<**

[U: CHILD WAS AGE 2 OR 3 IN WAVE 1 BUT IS NOW 3 OR OLDER AND FATHER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 3 YRS. OLD (HF40=1) AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). THEY ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:

{qhf41a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhf41u(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

# %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

**>Q_HF41_FC<**

[U: CHILD WAS AGE 3 IN WAVE 1 OR WAS AGE 2 IN WAVE 1 BUT IS NOW 3 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

IF FATHER IS IN THE HH AND CHILD'S CURRENT AGE = 3, GO TO HF42_FC. ELSE, CONTINUE.
>Q_HF42<

[U: Rs WITH CHILD WHO WAS AGE 2 OR 3 IN WAVE 1 BUT IS NOW 3 OR OLDER AND WHOSE FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) ONLY IF CHILD'S AGE≠3 OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH≠1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

{qhf42a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]'s third and fourth birthday, how often did [HFFATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
These days, how often does [HFFATHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,  
2 = every few months,  
3 = once a month or more,  
4 = once a week or more, or  
5 = almost every day?  
6 = FATHER LIVED WITH CHILD  
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf42o(A)}  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF42_FC<

IF CHILD'S AGE = 3, GO TO HF46.

>Q_HF43<

[U: CHILD IS CURRENTLY 4 OR OLDER (EDSIYR32 ≥ 4 PLUS CHILDREN WHO WERE 2 OR 3 IN W1 BUT ARE OLDER THAN 3 NOW) AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

{qhf43a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 4]
Between [CHILD]’s fourth and fifth birthday, that is, when [HE/SHE] was 4, did [FATHER] ever take care of [CHILD].
[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 4]

These days, does [HFFATHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES  #
2 = NO--------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW       | - go to HF44_FC
-2 = REFUSED-----------|

>Q_HF44<  [U: CHILD IS AGE 4 OR OLDER AND FATHER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 4YRS. OLD (HF43=1) AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf44a(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qhf44u(N)}  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]
1 = PER DAY  #
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF44_FC<  [U: CHILD IS CURRENTLY 4 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

IF FATHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND CHILD IS 4, GO TO HF45_FC. ELSE, CONTINUE.
>Q_HF45<  
[U: CHILD IS AGE 4 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH, ONLY IF CHILD OLDER THAN 4 OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

{qhf45a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 4]
Between [CHILD]’s fourth and fifth birthdays, how often did [HFFATHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 4]
These days, how often does [HFFATHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

# %
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf45o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF45FC<  IF CHILD CURRENTLY 4 (AGE=4) GO TO HF46.

>Q_HF45A<  
[U: CHILD IS AGE 5 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠ 1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE THEN (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

{qhf45aa(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 5]
Between [CHILD]’s fifth and sixth birthday, that is, when [HE/SHE] was 5, did [FATHER] ever take care of [CHILD].
[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 5]

These days, does [HFFATHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

#   %
1 = YES                   | - go to HF45B_FC
2 = NO-------------------|
-1 = DON’T KNOW          |
-2 = REFUSED-------------|

>Q_HF45B<

[U: CHILD IS AGE 5 OR OLDER AND FATHER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 5YRS. OLD (HF45A=1) AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH OR 2)NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf45ba(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qhf45bu(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

#   %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF45bFC<

IF FATHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND CHILD IS 5, GO TO HF45c_FC. ELSE, CONTINUE.

>Q_HF45c<

[U: CHILD IS AGE 5 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH, ONLY IF CHILD OLDER THAN 5 OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]
[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 5]
Between [CHILD]’s fifth and sixth birthday, how often did [FATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 5]
These days, how often does [HFFATHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never, 
2 = every few months, 
3 = once a month or more, 
4 = once a week or more, or 
5 = almost every day? 
6 = FATHER LIVES WITH CHILD 
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf45co(A)} 
-1 = DON’T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF45c_FC< IF CHILD CURRENTLY 5 YEARS OLD, GO TO HF46.

>Q_HF45d< [U: CHILD IS AGE 6 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH ≠1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

{qhf45da(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 6]
Between [CHILD]’s sixth and seventh birthday, that is, when [HE/SHE] was 5, did [FATHER] ever take care of [CHILD].

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 6]
These days, does [HFFATHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?
>Q_HF45e<  

[U: CHILD IS AGE 6 OR OLDER AND FATHER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 6 YRS. OLD AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:  
\{qh45ea(N)\}  
(0-100, -1, -2)

\{qh45eu(N)\}  
[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]  
1 = PER DAY  
2 = PER WEEK  
3 = PER MONTH  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF45e_FC<  

IF FATHER IN HOUSEHOLD AND CHILD AGE 6, THEN GO TO HF46.

>Q_HF45f<  

[U: CHILD IS AGE 6 OR OLDER AND FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN HH, ONLY IF CHILD OLDER THAN 6 OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

\{qh45fa(N)\}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 6]  
Between [CHILD]’s sixth and seventh birthday, how often did [FATHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 6]  
These days, how often does [HFFATHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qh45fo(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF46<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

{qh46a(N)}

These days, how much responsibility does [HFFATHER] take for raising [CHILD]?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some,
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF47<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1)]

{qh47a(N)}

These days, how much does [HFFATHER]'s involvement with [CHILD] interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some,
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF48<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

{qhf48a(N)}

These days, how much does [HFFATHER]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

#  %
1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some,
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF49<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

{qhf49a(N)}

These days, how much does [HFFATHER]'s financial or material support, such as money, housing, or things like clothes for [CHILD], help you?

#  %
1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some,
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF50<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1) Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]
How often do you and [HFFATHER] disagree about how to raise [CHILD]? Would you say...

1 = Never,
2 = rarely,
3 = sometimes,
4 = usually, or
5 = always?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF51<

[Q: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD BUT IS ALIVE OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF11A=1, -1, -2) AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

How often do you and [HFFATHER] disagree about how much [HFFATHER] sees [CHILD] or how [HFFATHER] acts with [CHILD]?

1 = Never,
2 = rarely,
3 = sometimes,
4 = usually, or
5 = always?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF52<

[Q: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER IS 1) LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) NOT LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND EITHER a) FATHER HAS LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR b) HAS SEEN CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HF17=1). Rs ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1)]

How often does [HFFATHER] disagree about how much financial help he gives to you to help raise [CHILD]?  

1 = Never,
2 = rarely,
3 = sometimes,
4 = usually, or
5 = always?
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF52FC<
If respondent is male [PCHCINg=1] and is not the biological father [biodad=2], go to end of section. Else, continue.

>Q_HF53<
[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1)]

{qhf53a(N)}

Sometimes there is some other person, someone other than the biological father such as a grandfather, other relative, stepfather, or just a friend, who is like a father to a child. Is there someone else who is or has been like a father to [CHILD]?

  1 = YES
  2 = NO--------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW------ | - go to the end of this section
-2 = REFUSED ----------- |

>Q_HF54<
[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1)]

What is this person's name?

FIRST NAME {qhf54a(A)}: will be deleted
LAST NAME {qhf54b(A)}: will be deleted

NOTE: this item creates a variable for the father figure (DADFIG will be deleted), which is used as a [fill] in later items. If R doesn't know or refuses to give the name of the father figure, the fill will be “[CHILD]’s father figure”. 
[U: Rs who are not the biological father (BIODAD ≠ 1) and whose child’s father A) is dead (DADDEAD=2 or HF11A=2) or B) has not lived in the household nor seen nor spent time with child since [EDS1DT23] or DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 and QFINHH ≠ 1 and HF17=2, -1, -2); or C) female Rs, for whom child’s father 1) is currently living in the household (QFINHH=1) or 2) has lived in the household since [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) or 3) has seen or spent time with child since [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) and who report a “father figure” [HF53=1]]

{qhf55a(N)}

What is his relationship to [CHILD]?

1 = MATERNAL GRANDFATHER
2 = PATERNAL GRANDFATHER
3 = UNCLE
4 = BROTHER
5 = OTHER MALE RELATIVE (SPECIFY) {qhf55o1(A)}
6 = STEPFATHER
7 = MATERNAL BOYFRIEND/PARTNER
8 = FRIEND OF FAMILY
9 = OTHER MALE NONRELATIVE (SPECIFY) {qhf55o2(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF55FC<

If R is continuing caregiver who did not complete the wave one interview or is a new caregiver [MATYPE=1,3] and no father figure was named in wave 1 [EDS1FF=BLANK], go to HF55A. Else, continue.

>Q_HF55x<

[U: Rs who are not the biological father (BIODAD ≠ 1) and whose child’s father A) is dead (DADDEAD=2 or HF11A=2) or B) has not lived in the household nor seen nor spent time with child since [EDS1DT23] or DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 and QFINHH ≠ 1 and HF17=2, -1, -2); or C) female Rs, for whom child’s father 1) is currently living in the household (QFINHH=1) or 2) has lived in the household since [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) or 3) has seen or spent time with child since [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) excluding Rs who are new caregivers or are continuing caregivers and did not complete the wave one interview (matatype=1,3) and for whose FC no father figure was named in wave one (eds1ff=blank) and who report a “father figure” [HF53=1]]

{qhf55xa(N)}
Is this [eds1ff] that was mentioned as [CHILD]’s father figure during the last interview?

1 = YES → GO TO HF56
2 = NO

>Q_HF55A<

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND THESE Rs REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO IS DIFFERENT THAN WAVE 1(HF55x=2) OR NOT NAMED IN WAVE ONE]

{qhf55aa(N)}

What age was [CHILD] when [DAD_FIG] became involved in your lives?

#     %
1 = ONE
2 = TWO
3 = THREE
4 = FOUR
5 = FIVE
6 = SIX
7 = AFTER BIRTH, UP TO FIRST 12 MONTHS
8 = SINCE BIRTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF56<

[U: Rs FROM THE UNIVERSE OF HF53 WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1), SEE ABOVE ]

{qhf56a(N)}

Since [EDS1DT23], has [DAD_FIG] lived with [CHILD]?

#     %
1 = YES
2 = NO--------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW | - go to HF61FC
-2 = REFUSED-----------------|
>Q_HF56_FC<  

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1)]

{qhf56fca(N)}

Does [DAD_FIG] currently live with [CHILD]? 

#  %
1 = YES  
2 = NO  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

NOTE: Items HF57-HF60 are in a loop that repeats up to 10 times, collecting spells in which child and father figure lived together. The variable names are noted at each item and are also shown in a grid after item HF60. Take notice that while this loop is set up the same as the loop at HF13-HF16, the concepts of living apart vs. together are different (reversed) between the two.

>Q_HF57<  

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH THE CHILD (HF56=1)]

In what month and year did [CHILD] and [DAD_FIG] start living together?

MONTH:
{qhf57am, qhf57bm, ...qhf57jm(N)}
(1-12, -1) ➔ GO TO YEAR
(-2) ➔ GO TO HF58

YEAR:
{qhf57ay, qhf57by, ...qhf57jy(N)}
(1994-2001, -1, -2)
>Q_HF58<  [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER 1) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD'S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A "FATHER FIGURE" (HF53=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH THE CHILD (HF56=1)]

{qhf58aa, qhf58ba, ...qhf58ja(N)}

Did [DAD_FIG] ever live apart from [CHILD] after that?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qhf58aa</th>
<th>qhf58ba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 = YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = NO</td>
<td>go to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 = DON'T KNOW</td>
<td>go to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 = REFUSED</td>
<td>go to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HF59<  [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD'S FATHER 1) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD'S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A "FATHER FIGURE" (HF53=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH (HF56=1) AND THEN APART FROM THE CHILD (HF56=1 AND HF58=1)]

In what month and year did [DAD_FIG] start living apart from [CHILD]?

MONTH:
{qhf59am, qhf59bm, ...qhf59jm(N)}
(1-12, -1) ➔ GO TO YEAR
(-2) ➔ GO TO HF60

YEAR:
{qhf59ay, qhf59by, ...qhf59jy(N)}
(1994-2001, -1, -2)
<Q_HF60>

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIDAD #1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH #1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH (HF56=1) AND THEN APART FROM THE CHILD (HF56=1 AND HF58=1)]

{qhf60aa, qhf60ba, ...qhf60ja(N)}

Was there another period of 1 month or more when [CHILD] and [DAD FIG] lived together?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 = YES ➞ repeat HF57 through HF60 until HF60 ≠ 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 = NO ➞ go to HF61FC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1 = DON’T KNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 = REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qhf60aa</th>
<th>qhf60ba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st time through loop</th>
<th>2nd time through loop</th>
<th>3rd - 9th</th>
<th>10th time through loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF57. month and year child and father figure started living together</td>
<td>qhf57am(N)</td>
<td>qhf57bm</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qhf57ay(N)</td>
<td>qhf57by</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qhf57jm</td>
<td>qhf57jy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF58. did father figure ever live apart from child after that?</td>
<td>qhf58aa(N)</td>
<td>qhf58ba</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhf58ja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF59. month and year father figure started living apart from child</td>
<td>qhf59am(N)</td>
<td>qhf59bm</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qhf59ay(N)</td>
<td>qhf59by</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qhf59jm</td>
<td>qhf59jy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF60. was there another period when child and father figure lived together?</td>
<td>qhf60aa(N)</td>
<td>qhf60ba</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhf60ja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q_HF61FC< [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1)]

If the same father figure was named in Wave 1 (HF55x = 1), go to HF77FC. Else, continue.

Q_HF61< [U: Rs FROM THE UNIVERSE OF HF53 WHO NAMED A DIFFERENT OR NEW “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF55x ≠ 1, OR EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3)]

{qhf61a(N)}
IF CHILD'S AGE WHEN DAD_FIG BECAME INVOLVED IS:
Since birth (HF55A = 8), continue
After birth, up to one year of age (HF55A = 7), go to HF63
1 year of age (HF55A = 1), go to HF75
2 years of age (HF55A = 2), go to HF78
3 years of age (HF55A = 3), go to HF81
4 years of age (HF55A = 4), go to HF84
5 years of age (HF55A = 5), go to HF86A
6 years of age (HF55A = 6), go to HF86d
DON'T Know(-1), Refused(-2), continue w/ HF61

[FOR Rs WHO ARE CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Was [DAD_FIG] supportive during your pregnancy with [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHO ARE NOT CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Was [DAD_FIG] supportive during [CHILD]'s mother's pregnancy with [him/her]?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF61a<
[U: Rs FROM THE UNIVERSE OF HF53 WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT "FATHER FIGURE" IN WAVE 2 (EDSIFF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD'S BIRTH, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=8, -1, -2)]

{qhf61aa(N)}

Did [DAD_FIG] attend [CHILD]'s birth?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF62<

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55 ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR DK/R (HF55A=8, -1, -2)]

{qhf62a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHO ARE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM = 1)]
Following [CHILD]’s birth, did [DAD_FIG] visit [him/her] or you in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?

[FOR Rs WHO ARE NOT CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Following [CHILD]’s birth, did [DAD_FIG] visit [him/her] or the mother in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?

# %
1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF63<

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55 ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7,8, -1, -2)]
During [CHILD]'s first 12 months, that is from birth until [he/she] was one year old, did [DAD_FIG] help take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

About how many hours a day did [DAD_FIG] help take care of [CHILD] during [his/her] first 12 months?

HOURS:

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

[U: Rs FROM THE UNIVERSE OF HF53 WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD'S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2) AND HELPED CARE FOR CHILD DURING FIRST 12 MONTHS (HF63=1)]
During [CHILD]'s first 12 months, how often did [DAD FIG] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY)
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF66< [U: Rs FROM THE HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]

During the second half of [CHILD]'s first year, from 6 to 12 months, did [DAD FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW | go to Q_HF68
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF67< [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7,8, -1, -2) AND THE FF TOOK CARE OF CHILD DURING SECOND HALF OF FIRST YEAR (HF65=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS]
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF68< [U: Rs FROM THE HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]

{qfh68a(N)}

During [CHILD]’s second 6 months, how often did [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = NEVER,
2 = EVERY FEW MONTHS,
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE, OR
5 = ALMOST EVERYDAY?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qfh68o(A)}

>Q_HF69< [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD = 2 FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1)

AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]
During [CHILD]'s first year, how close were [he/she] and [DAD_FIG]? Would you say...

1 = Not very close,
2 = fairly close,
3 = quite close, or
4 = extremely close?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF70<  
[U: Rs FROM THE HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]

And during this time, how close were you and [DAD_FIG]? Would you say...

1 = Not very close,
2 = fairly close,
3 = quite close, or
4 = extremely close?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF71<  
[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]
{qhf71a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much responsibility did [DAD_FIG] take for raising [him/her]? Would you say...

1 = none, 
2 = a little, 
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?

-1 = DON'T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF72< [U: Rs FROM THE HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDSIFF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD'S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]

{qhf72a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [DAD_FIG]'s involvement interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1 = None, 
2 = a little, 
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?

-1 = DON'T KNOW 
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF73< [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (EDSIFF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]
During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [DAD_FIG]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF74< [U: Rs FROM THE HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT "FATHER FIGURE" IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD’S BIRTH, OR BEFORE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=7-8, -1, -2)]

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [DAD_FIG]'s financial and material support such as money, housing, or things for [CHILD] like diapers, help you?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF75< [U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT "FATHER FIGURE" IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1, 7-8, -1, -2)]
Now during the year between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, that is when [he/she] was one, did [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [him/her]?

1 = YES  
2 = NO  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF76<

[U: Rs FROM THE HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT "FATHER FIGURE" IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1, 7-8, -1, -2) AND FATHER FIGURE EVER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 1 YEAR OF AGE (HF75=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:

[HOURS:]

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY  
2 = PER WEEK  
3 = PER MONTH  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF77<

[U: Rs WHO ARE NOT THE BIOLOGICAL FATHER (BIODAD ≠ 1) AND WHOSE CHILD’S FATHER A) IS DEAD (DADDEAD=2 OR HF11A=2) OR B) HAS NOT LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD NOR SEEN NOR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] OR DK/R (HF11C=2, -1, -2 AND QFINHH ≠ 1 AND HF17=2, -1, -2); OR C) FEMALE Rs, FOR WHOM CHILD’S FATHER 1) IS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QFINHH=1) OR 2) HAS LIVED IN THE HOUSEHOLD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF11C=1) OR 3) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH CHILD SINCE [EDS1DT23] (HF17=1) AND WHO REPORT A NEW OR DIFFERENT "FATHER FIGURE" IN WAVE 2 (EDS1FF=blank AND MATYPE=1,3; OR HF55x ≠ 1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1, 7-8, -1, -2)]
Between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, how often did [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?

6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf77o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF77aFC<  
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 1, OR REPORTED DK/R (HF55A=1, 7-8, -1, -2).]

If child was 2 during wave 1 (eds1yr32=2), go to Q_HF78.
If child was 3 during wave 1 (eds1yr32=3) go to Q_HF81.
If child was 4 or younger during wave 1 (eds1yr32 le 4), go to Q_HF84.

NOTE: There was an error in the code. It should have read edsage1 ge (greater than) 4, so that children 4 or older go to hf84. Because of that, children younger than 2 during wave one will be skipped to hf84.

>Q_HF78<  
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 2 OR YOUNGER, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1-2, 7-8, -1, -2). CHILD WAS AGE 2 OR OLDER THAN 4 IN WAVE ONE (eds1yr32=2, > 4)]

{qhf78a(N)}

FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2
Between [CHILD]'s second and third birthday, that is when [he/she] was two, did [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [HIM/HER]?

FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 2
These days, does [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO-------------------
-1 = DON’T KNOW | - go to HF79_FC
-2 = REFUSED-------- |
>Q_HF79< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 2, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1-2, 7-8, -1, -2) AND EVER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN CHILD WAS 2 YEARS OF AGE (HF78=1) CHILD WAS AGE 2 OR OLDER THAN 4 IN WAVE ONE (eds1yr32=2, > 4)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf79a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhf79u(N)} [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

#   %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF79_FC< IF FATHER FIGURE IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC=1) AND CHILD’S AGE IS (EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HF80_FC

>Q_HF80< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 2, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-2, 7-8, -1, -2)] AND FOR CHILD AGE=2, “FATHER FIGURE” IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC #1). CHILD WAS AGE 2 OR OLDER THAN 4 IN WAVE ONE (eds1yr32=2, > 4)]

{qhf80a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 2]
These days, how often does [DAD FIG] see or visit with [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]’s second and third birthday, how often did [DAD FIG] see or visit with [him/her]?
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf80o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF80_FC< IF CHILD’S AGE IS (EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HF87

>Q_HF81< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE”
(HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS
AGE 3, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-3, 7-8, -1, -2); CHILD’S
AGE ≥3. CHILD WAS AGE 2,3, OR OLDER THAN 4 IN WAVE ONE
(eds1yr32=2,3, > 4)]

{qhf81a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]’s third and fourth birthday, that is when [he/she] was three, did [DAD_FIG]
ever take care of [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
These days, does [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO------------------
-1 = DON’T KNOW   | - go to HF82_FC
-2 = REFUSED-------  |

>Q_HF82< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE”
(HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS
AGE 3, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-3, 7-8, -1, -2); AND
CHILD’S AGE ≥3 AND FATHER EVER CARED FOR CHILD WHEN
CHILD WAS 3 YEARS OF AGE (HF81=1). CHILD WAS AGE 2,3, OR
OLDER THAN 4 IN WAVE ONE (eds1yr32=2,3, > 4)]
About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qh82a(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qh82u(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF82_FC< IF FATHER FIGURE IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC=1) AND
CHILD'S AGE = 3, GO TO HF83_FC

>Q_HF83< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE”
(HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS
AGE 3, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-3, 7-8, -1, -2); AND
EITHER CHILD IS OLDER THAN AGE 3 OR FATHER FIGURE IS NOT
IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC #1). CHILD WAS AGE 2, 3, OR
OLDER THAN 4 IN WAVE ONE (eds1yr32=2,3, > 4)]

{qh83a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]'s third and fourth birthday, how often did [DAD FIG] see or visit
with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
These days, how often does [DAD FIG] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qh83o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF83_FC< IF CHILD’S AGE = 3, GO TO HF87
[Q_HF84] [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD AGE FOUR, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1-4, 7-8, -1, -2)]

{qhf84a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 4]
Between [CHILD]'s fourth and fifth birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 4, did [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 4]:
These days, does [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO-----------------|
-1 = DON’T KNOW | - go to HF85FC
-2 = REFUSED---------|

[Q_HF85] [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD AGE FOUR, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HF55A=1-4, 7-8, -1, -2) WHO HELPED CARE FOR CHILD AT AGE 4(HF84=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf85a(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qhf85u(N)} [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

[Q_HF85_FC] IF FATHER FIGURE IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC/FFHOME=1) AND CHILD’S AGE = 4, GO TO HF87.

[Q_HF86] [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2(HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 4, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-4, 7-8, -1, -2); AND FOR CHILDREN AGE 4, FATHER FIGURE IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC =$1)]
{qhf86a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 4]
Between [CHILD]’s fourth and fifth birthdays, how often did [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [HIM/HER]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE CHILD IS AGE 4]
These days, how often does [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf86o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF86_FC<
IF CHILD’S AGE IS 4, GO TO HF87.

>Q_HF86a<
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 5, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-5, 7-8, -1, -2)]

{qhf86aa(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 5]
Between [CHILD]’s fifth and sixth birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 5, did [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 5]
These days, does [DAD_FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW | go to HF86B_FC
-2 = REFUSED-----------------

>Q_HF86b<
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 5, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-5, 7-8, -1, -2) AND EVER TOOK CARE OF THE CHILD WHEN AGE 5 (HF86A=1)]

About how many hours?
HOURS:
{qhf86ba(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhf86bu(N)}
[ U: Rs WHO GAVE A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS.]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>HF86b_FC<
[ U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 5, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-5, 7-8, -1, -2)]

IF FATHER FIGURE IS IN THE HOUSHOLD (FFHOME=1) AND CHILD’S AGE IS 5, GO TO HF86CFC

>Q_HF86C<
[ U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 5, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-5, 7-8, -1, -2); AND FOR CHILDREN AGE 5, FATHER FIGURE IS NOT IN HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC≠1)]

{qhf86c(N)}

[ FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 5]
Between [CHILD]’s fifth and sixth birthday, how often did [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [him/her]?

[ FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 5]
These days, how often does [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf86co(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>HF86C_FC<
[ U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 5, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-5, 7-8, -1, -2)]
IF THE CHILD’S AGE IS 5, GO TO HF87.

>Q_HF86D<  [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 6, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-6, 7-8, -1, -2)]

{qhf86da(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 6]
Between [CHILD]’s sixth and seventh birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 6, did [DAD FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 6]
These days, does [DAD FIG] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- | 
-1 = DON’T KNOW | GO TO HF86E_FC
-2 = REFUSED----------------|

>Q_HF86E<  [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 6, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-6, 7-8, -1, -2) AND HE EVER TOOK CARE OF CHILD AT AGE 6 (HF86D=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhf86ea(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhf86eu(N)}  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS.]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>HF86E_FC<  [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 6, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-6, 7-8, -1, -2)]

IF THE FATHER FIGURE IN IS THE HOUSEHOLD, AND CHILD’S AGE IS 6, GO TO HF87.

>Q_HF86F<  [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” (HF53=1) WHO HAS BEEN INVOLVED AT LEAST SINCE CHILD WAS AGE 6, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-6, 7-8, -1, -2)]
AGE 6, OR REPORTED DK OR R (HF55A=1-8, -1, -2); AND FOR CHILDREN AGE SIX, FATHER FIGURE IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (HF56_FC ≠1)

{qhf86fa(N)}

FOR Rs WITH FOCAL CHILD WHO IS GREATER THAN AGE 6
Between [CHILD]’s sixth and seventh birthday, how often did [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [him/her]?

FOR Rs WITH FOCAL CHILD AGE 6
These days, how often does [DAD_FIG] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = FATHER FIGURE LIVED/LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhf86fo(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF87< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]

{qhf87a(N)}

Now think about the present time. These days, how much responsibility does [DAD_FIG] take for raising [CHILD]?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF88< [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]

{qhf88a(N)}

These days, how much does [DAD_FIG]’s involvement with [CHILD] interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF89<
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]
=qhf89a(N)

These days, how much does [DAD_FIG]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF90<
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]
=qhf90a(N)

These days, how much does [DAD_FIG]'s financial or material support, such as money, housing, or things like clothes for [CHILD], help you?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF91<
[U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]
=qhf91a(N)

How often do you and [DAD_FIG] disagree about how to raise [CHILD]? Would you say...

1 = Never,
2 = rarely,
3 = sometimes,
4 = usually, or
5 = always?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HF92<  [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]

{qhf92a(N)}

How often do you and [DAD_FIG] disagree about how much [DAD_FIG] sees [CHILD] or how [DAD_FIG] acts with [CHILD]?

#  %
1 = Never,  2 = rarely,  3 = sometimes,  4 = usually, or  5 = always?
-1 = DON’T KNOW  -2 = REFUSED

>Q_HF93<  [U: Rs FROM HF53 UNIVERSE WHO REPORT A “FATHER FIGURE” IN WAVE 2 (HF53=1)]

{qhf93a(N)}

How often does [DAD_FIG] disagree about how much financial help he gives to you to help raise [CHILD]?

#  %
1 = Never,  2 = rarely,  3 = sometimes,  4 = usually, or  5 = always?
-1 = DON’T KNOW  -2 = REFUSED

End of Father Involvement Section

GRANDMOTHER INVOLVEMENT

>Q_HG1<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

[FOR Rs WHO ARE THE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Now I would like to ask you about [CHILD]’s maternal grandmother. You may have told me this before, but what is [CHILD]’s maternal grandmother’s name?

[FOR Rs WHO ARE NOT THE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Now I would like to ask you about [CHILD]’s biological mother. You may have told me this before, but what is [CHILD]’s biological mother's name?

FIRST NAME {qhg1a(A)}: will be deleted
LAST NAME {qhg1b(A)}: will be deleted
NOTE: this item creates a variable for [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] name, which is used as a [fill] in later items. The fill is created as follows:

- If R is the focal child's biological mother, use grandmother's name from HG1. If R said “DON’T know” or “refused” to HG1, the fill is “[CHILD]’s grandmother”.
- If R is NOT the focal child's biological mother, use the mother's name from HG1. If R said “DON’T know” or "refused" to HG1, the fill is “[CHILD]’s mother”.

>Q_HG1A<
{qhg1aa(N)}

[U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

Is [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] still alive?

# %
1 = YES \(\rightarrow\) go to HG1C
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW \(\rightarrow\) go to
-2 = REFUSED \(\rightarrow\) HG1C

>Q_HG1B<
{qhg1bm(N)} {qhg1by(N)}

[U: Rs WHOS CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS NOT ALIVE (HG1A=2)]

In what month and year did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] die?

MONTH: YEAR:
(1-12, -1, -2) (1940-1999, -1, -2)
\(\rightarrow\) go to HG43

>Q_HG1C<
{qhg1ca(N)}

[U: Rs WHOS CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A \(\neq\) 2)]

Since [EDSDATECH], has [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] lived in the same household as [CHILD]? 

# %
1=YES
2=NO \(\rightarrow\)
-1=DON’T KNOW \(\rightarrow\) go to HG7
-2=REFUSED \(\rightarrow\)
>Q_HG2<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE WAVE 1 INTERVIEW DATE (HG1C=1)]

{qhg2a(N)}

Since [EDS1DT23], was there a period of 1 month or more when [CHILD] and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] lived apart?

1=YES
2=NO------------------- |
-1=DON’T KNOW | - go to HG8A_FC
-2=REFUSED------- |

NOTE: Items HG3-HG6 are in a loop that repeats up to 10 times, collecting spells in which child and (grand)mother lived apart. The item variable names are noted at each item and are also shown in a summary grid after item HG6. The grid may be more helpful in understanding the data collected in the loop variables.

>Q_HG3<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG1C=1), AND THERE WAS A PERIOD OF 1 MONTH OR MORE WHEN SHE LIVED APART FROM THE CHILD (HG2=1)]

Since [EDSDATECH], in what month and year did [CHILD] and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] start living apart?

MONTH:     YEAR:
{qhg3am, qhg3bm, ...qhg3jm(N)}   {qhg3ay, qhg3by, ...qhg3jy(N)}
(1-12, -1, -2)     (1999-2001, -1, -2)

>Q_HG4<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG1C=1), AND THERE WAS A PERIOD OF 1 MONTH OR MORE WHEN SHE LIVED APART FROM THE CHILD (HG2=1)]

{qhg4aa, qhg4ba, ...qhg4ja(N)}

Did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever live with [CHILD] after that?

1=YES
2=NO------------------- |
-1=DON’T KNOW | - go to HG8A_FC
-2=REFUSED------- |
In what month and year did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] start living with [CHILD] again?

MONTH: YEAR:
\{qhg5am, qhg5bm, ...qhg5jm(N)\} \{qhg5ay, qhg5by, ...qhg5jy(N)\}
(1-12, -1, -2) \(1999-2001, -1, -2\)

Was there another period of 1 month or more when [CHILD] and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] lived apart?

\# \ %
1=YES \(\rightarrow\) repeat HG3 through HG6 until HG6\#1
2=NO------------------ | 
-1=DON’T KNOW | - go to HG8A_FC
-2=REFUSED--------- | 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HG3: mo. and yr. child and (grand)mother started living apart</th>
<th>1(^{st}) time thru loop</th>
<th>2(^{nd}) time thru loop</th>
<th>3(^{rd}) - 9(^{th})</th>
<th>10(^{th}) time thru loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qhg3am(N)</td>
<td>qhg3ay(N)</td>
<td>qhg3bm</td>
<td>qhg3by</td>
<td>qhg3jm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HG4: (G)M ever live with child after that?</th>
<th>1(^{st}) time thru loop</th>
<th>2(^{nd}) time thru loop</th>
<th>3(^{rd}) - 9(^{th})</th>
<th>10(^{th}) time thru loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qhg4aa(N)</td>
<td>qhg4ba</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhg4ja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HG5: mo. and yr. (G)M started living with child again</th>
<th>1(^{st}) time thru loop</th>
<th>2(^{nd}) time thru loop</th>
<th>3(^{rd}) - 9(^{th})</th>
<th>10(^{th}) time thru loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qhg5am(N)</td>
<td>qhg5ay(N)</td>
<td>qhg5bm</td>
<td>qhg5by</td>
<td>qhg5jm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HG6: was there another period (G)M and child lived apart?</th>
<th>1(^{st}) time thru loop</th>
<th>2(^{nd}) time thru loop</th>
<th>3(^{rd}) - 9(^{th})</th>
<th>10(^{th}) time thru loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qhg6aa(N)</td>
<td>qhg6ba</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhg6ja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: To identify a spell of living together, you use the shaded pair of cells.
DID NOT LIVE IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 OR REPORTED DK OR R (HG1C=2,-1,-2)]

{qhg7a(N)}

Has [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] seen or spent time with [CHILD] since [EDSDATECH]?

   #   %
1=YES → go to HG8A_FC
2=NO
-1=DON’T KNOW------ | - go to
-2=REFUSED---------- | HG43

>Q_HG8<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND NEVER LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG1C=2, -1, -2), AND HAS NEVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=2)]

{qhg8a(N)}

What is the main reason [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] has not seen or spent time with [CHILD]?

   #   %
1=DON’T KNOW WHO GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER IS
2=R OR CHILD HAVE NO RELATIONSHIP WITH GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER
3=GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER NO LONGER LIVING
4=GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER IN JAIL
5=GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER LIVES FAR AWAY
6=OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhg8b(A)}
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

→ go to HG43

>Q_HG8A_FC<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) SINCE EDS1DT23]

IF R IS NOT THE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER [QBIOMOM ≠ 1], GO TO HG11A. IF R IS THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER [QBIOMOM = 1] AND A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW [matype =2] GO TO HG26FC.
>Q_HG9< [U: Rs WHO ARE THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER BUT NOT CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (QBIOMOM = 1, matype ≠ 2) WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) SINCE EDS1DT23]

{qhg9a(N)}

Was [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] supportive during your pregnancy with [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG10< [U: Rs WHO ARE THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER BUT NOT CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (QBIOMOM = 1, matype ≠ 2) WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) SINCE EDS1DT23]

{qhg10a(N)}

Did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] attend [CHILD]’s birth?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG11< [U: Rs WHO ARE THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER BUT NOT CONTINUING CAREGIVERS WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (QBIOMOM = 1, matype ≠ 2) WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) SINCE EDS1DT23]

{qhg11a(N)}

Following [CHILD]’s birth, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] visit [him/her] or you in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?

1 = YES---------------------- | 2 = NO | GO TO
-1 = DON’T KNOW | HG12
-2 = REFUSED---------------- |
LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHI L'D'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) [{qhgl1aa(N)}]

Why does [MOTHER] not live with [him/her]?

1 = MOTHER DECEASED
2 = CHILD SERVICES PLACED CHILD IN FOSTER CARE
3 = MOTHER IS IN JAIL
4 = MOTHER HAS A DRUG OR ALCOHOL ADDICTION
5 = MOTHER IS ILL
6 = MOTHER IS PHYSICALLY DISABLED
7 = MOTHER IS MENTALLY/EMOTIONALLY DISABLED
8 = CHILD WAS ABUSED
9 = CHILD WAS NEGLECTED
10 = DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN HOME
11 = MOTHER COULD NOT AFFORD TO CARE FOR CHILD
12 = MOTHER'S NEIGHBORHOOD IS UNSAFE
13 = SCHOOLS IN MOTHER'S NEIGHBORHOOD ARE BAD
14 = MOTHER ABANDONED CHILD
15 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhgl1ao(A)}
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG11a_FC< IF R IS A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype = 2), GO TO HG26FC.

>Q_HG12< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHI L'D'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]

{qhgl12a(N)}
During [CHILD]'s first twelve months, that is from birth until [he/she] was one year old, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] help take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- | -1 = DON'T KNOW | - GO TO
-2 = REFUSED---------------- | HG14
>Q_HG13<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND FROM BIRTH TO ONE YR, GM HELPED TAKE CARE OF CHILD (HG12=1) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]

About how many hours did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] help take care of [CHILD] during [his/her] first 12 months?

HOURS:
{qhgl3a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhgl3u(N)}  [U: Rs WHO GIVE A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS]
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG14<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]

During [CHILD]'s first 12 months, how often did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhgl4o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

NO ITEMS HG15 through HG17
>Q_HG18<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠ 2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]

{qhg18a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how close were [he/she] and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]? Would you say...

1 = Not very close,  
2 = fairly close,  
3 = quite close, or  
4 = extremely close?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG19<

{qhg19a(N)}

And during this time, how close were you and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]? Would you say...

1 = Not very close,  
2 = fairly close,  
3 = quite close, or  
4 = extremely close?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG20<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠ 2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]

{qhg20a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much responsibility did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] take for raising [him/her]? Would you say...
During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s involvement interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG21<  
{qhg21a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG22<  
[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠ 2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]

{qhg22a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1 = None,
2 = a little,
3 = some, or
4 = a lot?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s financial and material support such as money, housing, or things like diapers for [CHILD] help you?

1 = None,  
2 = a little,  
3 = some, or  
4 = a lot?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

During the year between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, that is when [CHILD] was one, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [him/her]?  

1 = YES  
2 = NO-----------------------  
-1 = DON’T KNOW | Go to  
-2 = REFUSED-------------- | HG26

About how many hours?

{qh25aN)}  
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qh25u(N)}

1 = PER DAY  
2 = PER WEEK  
3 = PER MONTH  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S (GRAND)MOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND BETWEEN 1ST AND 2ND BIRTHDAYS, GM TOOK CARE OF CHILD (HG24=1) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) AND R IS NOT THE F.CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM ≠ 1) OR IS BIOLOGICAL MOTHER, BUT IS NOT A CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO COMPLETED THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW (matype ≠ 2)]
[qh26a(N)]

Between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,  
2 = every few months,  
3 = once a month or more,  
4 = once a week or more, or  
5 = almost every day?  
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD  
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qh26o(A)}  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG26FC<  
[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS SURVEY (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) SINCE THE LAST INTERVIEW (EDS1DT23)]

IF CHILD WAS 2 IN WAVE ONE [eds1yr32=2] GO TO HG27.  
IF CHILD WAS 3 IN WAVE ONE [eds1yr32=3], GO TO HG30.  
IF CHILD WAS 4 OR OLDER IN WAVE 1 [eds1yr32 ≥ 4], GO TO HG33.

>Q_HG27<  
[U: Rs WITH CHILD WHO WAS AGE 2 IN WAVE 1 WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A =2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS SURVEY (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1), SINCE EDS1DT23]

{qh27a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]  
Between [CHILD]'s second and third birthday, that is when [he/she] was two, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [him/her]?

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 2]  
Now think about the present time. These days, does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1=YES  
2=NO------------------ |  
-1=DON'T KNOW | - go to HG28_FC  
-2=REFUSED--------|
>Q_HG28<  
[U: Rs WITH CHILD WHO WAS AGE 2 IN WAVE 1 WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A=2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1) SINCE THEN; AND HELPED TAKE CARE OF CHILD BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD BIRTHDAY (HG27=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qh28a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qh28u(N)}  
[U: Rs REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG28_FC<  
IF THE GRANDMOTHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (qgminhh=1) AND CHILD'S AGE IS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HG29_FC.

>Q_HG29<  
[U: Rs WITH CHILD WHO WAS AGE 2 IN WAVE 1 AND WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A=2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS SURVEY (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); ALSO, CHILD'S AGE>2 OR (GRAND)MOTHER IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QGMINH #1)]

{qh29a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]'s second and third birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 2]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qh29o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG29_FC< IF CHILD’S AGE IS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HG36

>Q_HG30< [U: Rs WITH CHILD AGE 3 OR OLDER AND WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A = 2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C = 1) OR 2) HAS EVER SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7 = 1)]

{qh30a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]’s third and fourth birthday, that is when [he/she] was three, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [him/her]?

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
Now think about the present time. These days, does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1= YES
2= NO--------------------- |
-1= DON’T KNOW | - go to HG31_FC
-2= REFUSED--------- |

>Q_HG31< [U: Rs WITH FC AGE 3 OR OLDER AND WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A = 2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C = 1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7 = 1); AND BETWEEN 3RD AND 4TH BIRTHDAY, (GRAND)MOTHER HELPED CARE FOR CHILD (HG30 = 1)]
About how many hours?

HOURS:
\{qh31a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

\{qh31u(N)} \[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)\]
#   %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG31_FC< IF THE GRANDMOTHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QGMINHH=1)
AND CHILD’S AGE ≤ 3, GO TO HG32_FC

>Q_HG32< \[U: Rs WITH FC AGE 3 OR OLDER, AND WHOSE CHILD’S
GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE
SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW
(HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD
(HG7=1); ALSO, EITHER CHILD IS OLDER THAN 3 OR
(Grand)MOTHER IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QGMINHH ≠1)\]

\{qh32a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]’s third and fourth birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]
see or visit with [him/her]?

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?
#   %
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) \{qh32o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG32_FC< IF CHILD’S AGE ≤ 3, GO TO HG36.
>Q_HG33<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A ≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND CHILD IS OLDER THAN 3]

{qhg33a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 4]
Between [CHILD]’s fourth and fifth birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 4, did [GRANDMOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 4]
These days, does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1=YES
2=NO----------------------- |
-1=DON’T KNOW  | - go to HG34_FC
-2=REFUSED----------------- |

>Q_HG34<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A#2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND CHILD IS OLDER THAN 3, AND BETWEEN 4TH AND 5TH BIRTHDAYS, (GRAND)MOTHER HELPED CARE FOR CHILD (HG33=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhg34a(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhg34u(N)}  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]
1 =  PER DAY
2 =  PER WEEK
3 =  PER MONTH
-1 =  DON’T KNOW
-2 =  REFUSED

>Q_HG34_FC<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A#2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND CHILD IS OLDER THAN 3, AND BETWEEN 4TH AND 5TH BIRTHDAYS, (GRAND)MOTHER HELPED CARE FOR CHILD (HG33=1)]

IF THE GRANDMOTHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QGMINHH=1) AND THE CHILD IS 4 YEARS OLD (age=4), GO TO HG36.
>Q_HG35<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND THE CHILD IS NOT 4 OR THE (GRAND)MOTHER IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QGMINHH≠1)]

{qh35a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN 4 YEARS OLD]
Between [CHILD]'s fourth and fifth birthday, how often did [grandmother] see or visit with [him/her]?  

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS 4 YEARS OLD]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG35_FC<  If the child is 4 years old, go to Q_HG36.

>Q_HG35A<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND CHILD IS OLDER THAN 4]

{qh35aa(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS OLDER THAN 5]
Between [CHILD]'s fifth and sixth birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 5, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS 5 YEARS OLD.]
These days, does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- | go to HG35b_FC
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED------------------

>Q_HG35B<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE
LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND BETWEEN CHILD’S 5TH AND 6TH BIRTHDAYS, THE GRANDMOTHER HELPED TAKE CARE OF CHILD.]

{qh35ba(N)}

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qh35ba(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qh35bu(N)}  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>HG35B_FC< IF GRANDMOTHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (qgminhh = 1) AND CHILD IS 5 (age = 5) GO TO Q_HG36.

>Q_HG35C< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND EITHER THE CHILD IS NOT 5 OR THE GRANDMOTHER IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD.]

{qh35ca(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN 5 YEARS OLD.]
Between [CHILD]'s fifth and sixth birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] see or visit with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS 5 YEARS OLD]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER.MOTHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY)
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG35C_FC<  IF THE CHILD IS 5 (age=5), GO TO Q_HG36.

>Q_HG35E<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A#2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND CHILD IS OLDER THAN 5.]

{qhg35da(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN 6 YEARS OLD.] Between [CHILD]'s sixth and seventh birthday, that is, when [He/she] was 6, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

{qhg35ea(N)}

Between [CHILD]'s sixth and seventh birthday, that is, when [He/she] was 6, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO----------------------- |
-1 = DON’T KNOW | go to HG35f_FC
-2 = REFUSED---------------- |

>Q_HG35E<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A#2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND BETWEEN CHILD’S 6TH AND 7TH BIRTHDAYS, GRANDMOTHER TOOK CARE OF CHILD.]

{qhg35ea(N)}

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhg35ea(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)
[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG35F_FC<

IF THE GRANDMOTHER IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (qgminhh = 1) AND CHILD AGE IS 6, GOTO Q_HG36.

>Q_HG35G<

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23 (HG7=1); AND EITHER CHILD IS NOT 6 YEARS OLD OR GRANDMOTHER IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD.]

{qhg35ga(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN 6 YEARS OLD.]

Between [CHILD]’s sixth and seventh birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER] see or visit with [him/her]?  

[FOR Rs WHOSE FOCAL CHILD IS 6 YEARS OLD.]

These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY)
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HG36< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23(HG7=1)]

{qhg36a(N)}

These days, how much responsibility does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] take for raising [CHILD]?

#  %
1=None,
2=a little,
3=some,
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG37< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23(HG7=1)]

{qhg37a(N)}

These days, how much does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s involvement with [CHILD] interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

#  %
1=None,
2=a little,
3=some,
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG38< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD SINCE EDS1DT23(HG7=1)]

{qhg38a(N)}

These days, how much does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?
1=None,  
2=a little,  
3=some,  
4=a lot?  
-1=DON’T KNOW  
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG39<  
[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1)]

{qhg39a(N)}

These days, how much does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER]'s financial or material support, such as money, housing, or things like clothes for [CHILD], help you?  

1=None,  
2=a little,  
3=some,  
4=a lot?  
-1=DON’T KNOW  
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG40<  
[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1)]

{qhg40a(N)}

How often do you and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] disagree about how to raise [CHILD]? Would you say...  

1=Never,  
2=rarely,  
3=sometimes,  
4=usually, or  
5=always?  
-1=DON’T KNOW  
-2=REFUSED
>Q_HG41<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1)]

{qhg41a(N)}

How often do you and [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] disagree about how much [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] sees [CHILD] or how [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] acts with [CHILD]?

1=Never,
2=rarely,
3=sometimes,
4=usually, or
5=always?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG42<  [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1)]

{qhg42a(N)}

How often does [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] disagree about how much financial help she gives to you to help raise [CHILD]?

1=Never,
2=rarely,
3=sometimes,
4=usually, or
5=always?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG42_FC<  IF R IS CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER (QBIOMOM = 1) AND GRANDMOTHER IS STILL ALIVE (HG1A=1), CONTINUE WITH HG42A. OTHERWISE, GO TO HG43.
>Q_HG42A<  

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM =1)]

{qhg42aa(N)}

[FOR IN-PERSON INTERVIEWS (CAPIMO23=1)]

The following statements ask about your feelings about your mother. Using Card HG-1, please tell me how true each of the following statements is for you.

[FOR PHONE INTERVIEWS]

The following statements ask about your feelings about your mother. Please tell me how true each of the following statements is for you.

My mother accepts me as I am. Would you say this is...

1 = never true,
2 = rarely true,
3 = sometimes true,
4 = often true, or
5 = always true?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG42B<  

[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM =1)]

{qhg42ba(N)}

I like to get my mother's point of view on things I'm concerned about. Would you say this is...

1 = never true,
2 = rarely true,
3 = sometimes true,
4 = often true, or
5 = always true?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HG42C< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD’S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM = 1)]

{qhg42ca(N)}

Talking over my problems with my mother makes me feel ashamed or foolish. (Would you say this is...)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NEVER TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RARELY TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SOMETIMES TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OFTEN TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ALWAYS TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HG42D< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD’S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM= 1)]

{qhg42da(N)}

My mother expects too much from me. (Would you say this is...)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NEVER TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RARELY TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SOMETIMES TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OFTEN TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ALWAYS TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HG42E< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD’S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM= 1)]
I get upset a lot more than my mother knows about. (Would you say this is...)  

1 = NEVER TRUE  
2 = RARELY TRUE  
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE  
4 = OFTEN TRUE  
5 = ALWAYS TRUE  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG42F<  
[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A=2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM=1)]

When we discuss things, my mother cares about my point of view. (Would you say this is...)  

1 = NEVER TRUE  
2 = RARELY TRUE  
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE  
4 = OFTEN TRUE  
5 = ALWAYS TRUE  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG42G<  
[U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A=2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM=1)]

My mother has her own problems, so I don't bother her with mine. (Would you say this is...)  

1 = NEVER TRUE  
2 = RARELY TRUE  
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE  
4 = OFTEN TRUE  
5 = ALWAYS TRUE  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HG42H< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM= 1)]

{qhg42ha(N)}

I tell my mother about my problems and troubles. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER TRUE
2 = RARELY TRUE
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE
4 = OFTEN TRUE
5 = ALWAYS TRUE
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG42I< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM= 1)]

{qhg42ia(N)}

I feel angry with my mother. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER TRUE
2 = RARELY TRUE
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE
4 = OFTEN TRUE
5 = ALWAYS TRUE
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG42J< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD'S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A≠2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD'S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM= 1)]

{qhg42ja(N)}
I trust my mother. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER TRUE
2 = RARELY TRUE
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE
4 = OFTEN TRUE
5 = ALWAYS TRUE
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q HG42K< [U: Rs WHOSE CHILD’S GRANDMOTHER IS ALIVE (HG1A=2) AND EITHER 1) LIVED IN THE SAME HOUSEHOLD AS CHILD SINCE LAST EDS INTERVIEW (HG1C=1) OR 2) HAS SEEN OR SPENT TIME WITH THE CHILD (HG7=1); AND R IS CHILD’S BIO. MOTHER (QBIOMOM= 1)]

{qhg42ka(N)}

My mother doesn't understand what I'm going through these days. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER TRUE
2 = RARELY TRUE
3 = SOMETIMES TRUE
4 = OFTEN TRUE
5 = ALWAYS TRUE
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q HG43< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

{qhg43a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHO ARE THE CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Sometimes there is some other person, someone other than your mother, such as [CHILD]'s paternal grandmother, a step-grandmother, other relative, or just a friend, who is like a grandmother to a child. Is there someone else who is or has been like a grandmother to [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHO ARE NOT THE CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Now I would like to ask you about [CHILD]'s maternal grandmother or someone else who is like a grandmother to [CHILD]. If [his/her] maternal grandmother is not involved with [CHILD], this person could be the child's paternal grandmother, another relative or just a friend. Is there someone who is or has been like a grandmother to [CHILD]?
What is this person's name?

FIRST NAME {qhg44a(A)}: will be deleted
LAST NAME {qhg44b(A)}: will be deleted

NOTE: this response becomes the fill for [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] in the following questions [gmfig(A) – has been deleted].

What is her relationship to [CHILD]?

1 = MATERNAL GRANDMOTHER
2 = PATERNAL GRANDMOTHER
3 = AUNT
4 = SISTER
5 = OTHER FEMALE RELATIVE (SPECIFY) {qhg45o1(A)}
6 = STEP-GRANDMOTHER
7 = FRIEND OF FAMILY
8 = OTHER FEMALE NONRELATIVE (SPECIFY) {qhg45o2(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

IF R IS CONTINUING CAREGIVER WHO DID NOT COMPLETE THE WAVE ONE INTERVIEW OR IS A NEW CAREGIVER (matype = 1,3) AND NO GRANDMOTHER FIGURE NAMED DURING WAVE 1 (eds1gf=blank) GO TO Q_HG45a.
Is this [EDS1GF] that was mentioned as [CHILD]'s grandmother figure during the last interview?

1 = YES → GO TO HG46
2 = NO
- 1 = DON'T KNOW
- 2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG45A<
[ U: Rs WHO NAMED A NEW OR DIFFERENT GRANDMOTHER FIGURE. (matype=1,3 and eds1gf=blank; or hg45x=2,-1,-2)]

What age was [CHILD], when [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] became involved in [his/her] life?

1 = ONE
2 = TWO
3 = THREE
4 = FOUR
5 = FIVE
6 = SIX
7 = AFTER BIRTH, CHILD UP TO 12 MONTHS
8 = SINCE BIRTH
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG46<
[ U: Rs WHO REPORT A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]

Has [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] lived with [CHILD] since [EDSDATECH]?

1= YES
2= NO---------------| #   %
-1= DON’T KNOW   | - go to HG51FC
-2= REFUSED -------|

>Q_HG46A<
[ U: Rs WHO REPORT A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH CHILD (HG46=1)]
Does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] currently live with [CHILD]?

1 = YES  
2 = NO  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

Note: The answer here gets stored as gfhome23.

NOTE: Items HG47-HG50 are in code section hg.mac, in a loop that repeats up to 10 times, collecting spells in which child and grandmother figure lived together. The item variable names are noted at each item and are also shown in a summary grid after item HG50. Take careful notice that while this loop is set up the same as the loop at items HG3-HG6, the concepts of living apart vs. together are different (reversed) between the two.

>Q_HG47<  [U: Rs WHO REPORT A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH CHILD (HG46=1)]

Since [EDSDATECH], in what month and year did [CHILD] and [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] start living together?

MONTH:      YEAR:
{qhg47am, qhg47bm, ...qhg47jm(N)}  {qhg47ay, qhg47by, ...qhg47jy(N)}
(1-12, -1, -2)           (1999-2001, -1, -2)

>Q_HG48<  [U: Rs WHO REPORT A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH CHILD (HG46=1)]

{qhg48aa, qhg48ba, ...qhg48ja(N)}

Did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever live apart from [CHILD] after that?

1=YES  
2=NO----------------------  |  
-1=DON’T KNOW  | - go to HG51LG  
-2=REFUSED-------  |

>Q_HG49<  [U: Rs WHO REPORT A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH CHILD (HG46=1) AND HAS LIVED APART FROM CHILD (HG48=1)]

In what month and year did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] start living apart from [CHILD]?

MONTH:      YEAR:
{qhg49am, qhg49bm, ...qhg49jm(N)}  {qhg49ay, qhg49by, ...qhg49jy(N)}
(1-12, -1, -2)           (1999-2001, -1, -2)
>Q_HG50<  

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1) WHO HAS LIVED WITH CHILD (HG46=1) AND HAS LIVED APART FROM CHILD (HG48=1)]

{qhg50aa, qhg50ba, ...qhg50ja(N)}

Was there another period of 1 month or more when [CHILD] and [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] lived together?

1=YES → repeat HG47 through HG50 until HG50≠1
2=NO
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>1st time thru loop</th>
<th>2nd time thru loop</th>
<th>3rd - 9th</th>
<th>10th time thru loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HG47: mo. and yr. child and GM figure started living together</td>
<td>qhg47am(N) qhg47ay(N)</td>
<td>qhg47bm qhg47by</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhg47jm qhg47jy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG48: did GM figure ever live apart from child after that?</td>
<td>qhg48aa(N) qhg48ba</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhg48ja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG49: mo. and yr. GM figure started living apart from child</td>
<td>qhg49am(N) qhg49ay(N)</td>
<td>qhg49bm qhg49by</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhg49jm qhg49jy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG50: was there another period when child and GM figure lived together?</td>
<td>qhg50aa(N) qhg50ba</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>qhg50ja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HG51FC<  

If same grandmother figure was named in both waves (qhg45x=1), go to HG67FC.

>Q_HG51LG<  

[U: Rs WHO NAMED A NEW OR DIFFERENT GRANDMOTHER FIGURE IN WAVE 2]

IF CHILD'S AGE WHEN GRANDMOTHER FIGURE BECAME INVOLVED IS:
After the child's birth but before 1 year of age (HG45A = 7), go to HG53
1 year of age (HG45A = 1), go to HG56
2 years of age (HG45A = 2), go to HG68
3 years of age (HG45A = 3), go to HG71
4 years of age (HG45A = 4), go to HG74
5 years of age (HG45A = 5), go to HG76a
6 years of age (HG45A = 6), go to HG76d
Since birth (HG45A = 8), DON’T Know(-1), Refused(-2), cont. with
HG51

NOTE: In wave 1, those who answered 2,-1,-2 to HG46 skipped HG51LG, going directly to
HG51. This was corrected for Wave 2.

>Q_HG51< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A NEW OR DIFFERENT “GRANDMOTHER
FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE
BIRTH, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 8, -1, -2)]

{qh51a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHO ARE THE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Was [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] supportive during your pregnancy with [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHO ARE NOT THE CHILD’S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER]
Was [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] supportive during [CHILD]’s mother’s pregnancy with
[him/her]?

#  %
1=YES
2=NO
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG51a< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR REPORTED
DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 8, -1, -2)]

{qh51aa(N)}

Did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] attend [CHILD]’s birth?

#  %
1=YES
2=NO
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED
>Q_HG52< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg52a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHO ARE THE CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER] Following [CHILD]'s birth, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] visit [him/her] or you in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?

[FOR Rs WHO ARE NOT THE CHILD'S BIOLOGICAL MOTHER] Following [CHILD]'s birth, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] visit [him/her] or the mother in the hospital or the place where [CHILD] was born?

1=YES
2=NO
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG53< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg53a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first twelve months, that is from birth until [he/she] was one year old, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] help take care of [CHILD]?

1=YES
2=NO
-1=DON’T KNOW | - go to HG55
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG54< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2); AND HELPED TAKE CARE OF CHILD FROM BIRTH UNTIL AGE 1 (HG53=1)]
About how many hours a day did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] help take care of [CHILD] during [his/her] first 12 months?

**HOURS:**

{qh54a(N)}

(0-100, -1, -2)

{qh54u(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY  
2 = PER WEEK  
3 = PER MONTH  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG55<  

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qh55a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first 12 months, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,  
2 = every few months,  
3 = once a month or more,  
4 = once a week or more, or  
5 = almost every day?  
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD  
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {hg55o(A)}  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG56<  

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qh56a(N)}

During the second half of [CHILD]'s first year, from 6 to 12 months, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?
1 = YES  
2 = NO  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

- Go to HG58

>Q_HG57<

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2) AND GF TOOK CARE OF CHILD IN SECOND HALF OF FIRST YEAR (HG56=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhg57a(N)}
1-100, -1, -2

{qhg57u(N)}
[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

#  %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG58<

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg58a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s second 6 months, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY)  {qhg58o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
Q_HG59

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg59a(N)}

During [CHILD]’s first year, how close were [he/she] and [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]? Would you say...

1=Not very close,
2=fairly close,
3=quite close, or
4=extremely close?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

Q_HG60

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg60a(N)}

And during this time, how close were you and [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]? Would you say...

1=Not very close,
2=fairly close,
3=quite close, or
4=extremely close?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

Q_HG61

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg61a(N)}
During [CHILD]’s first year, how much responsibility did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] take for raising [him/her]? Would you say...

1=none,
2=a little,
3=some, or
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

\[Q\_HG62\]  
\{qhg62a(N)\}  

During [CHILD]’s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]’s involvement interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1=None,
2=a little,
3=some, or
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

\[Q\_HG63\]  
\{qhg63a(N)\}  

During [CHILD]’s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]’s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1=None,
2=a little,
3=some, or
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED
>Q_HG64< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD SINCE BIRTH, OR AFTER BIRTH BUT BEFORE AGE 1, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFERED (HG45A= 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qh64a(N)}

During [CHILD]'s first year, how much did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]'s financial and material support such as money, housing, or things for [CHILD] like diapers, help you?

1=None, 
2=a little, 
3=some, or 
4=a lot? 
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG65< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE ONE YEAR OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFERED (HG45A= 1, 7-8,-1, -2)]

{qh65a(N)}

Now during the year between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, that is when [CHILD] was one, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [him/her]?

#   %
1=YES 
2=NO ------------------- |
-1=DON’T KNOW | - go to HG67
-2=REFUSED ------- |

>Q_HG66< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE ONE YEAR OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1, 7-8,-1, -2); AND THE GMF EVER CARED FOR CHILD BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND BIRTHDAY (HG65=1)]

About how many hours?
HOURS:
{qhg66a(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qhg66u(N)} [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

> Q_HG67< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE ONE YEAR OF
AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A = 1, 7-8,-1, -2)]

{qhg67a(N)}

Between [CHILD]'s first and second birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]
see or visit with [him/her]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhg67o(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

> Q_HG68< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE TWO YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A = 1-2, 7-8,-1, -2)]

{qhg68a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]'s second and third birthday, that is when [he/she] was two, did
[GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [him/her]?
[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 2]

These days, does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

#    %
1=YES
2=NO  --------------- |
-1=DON'T KNOW    | - go to HG69_FC
-2=REFUSED  ------ |

>Q_HG69< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE TWO YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A= 1-2, 7-8,-1, -2); AND THE GMF EVER CARED FOR CHILD
BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD BIRTHDAY (HG68=1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhg69a(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qhg69u(N)} [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

#    %
1 =  PER DAY
2 =  PER WEEK
3 =  PER MONTH
-1 =  DON'T KNOW
-2 =  REFUSED

>Q_HG69_FC< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE TWO YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A= 1-2, 7-8,-1, -2)]

IF THE GRANDMOTHER [FIGURE] IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND THE CHILD'S AGE IS
(LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HG70_FC.

NOTE: This item is supposed to check if the grandmother figure is in the
household, but the instrument is incorrectly checking for the grandmother
instead.
[Q_HG70]<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE TWO YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-2, 7-8,-1, -2); AND EITHER CHILD’S AGE>2 OR GRANDMOTHER NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (QGMINHH ≠ 1, which is inappropriate for this section)]

{qhg70a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 2]
Between [CHILD]'s second and third birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [him/her]?

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 2]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [CHILD]?

#   %
1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG70_FC<  IF CHILD'S AGE IS (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO) 2, GO TO HG77

>Q_HG71<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE THREE YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-3, 7-8,-1, -2); AND CHILD’S AGE>2]

{qhg71a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]'s third and fourth birthday, that is when [he/she] was three, did [GRANDMOTHER/MOTHER] ever take care of [him/her]? 

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
These days, does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

#   %
1=YES
2=NO ------------------ |
-1=DON’T KNOW | \- go to HG72_FC
-2=REFUSED ------- |
> Q_HG72 <  

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE THREE YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A= 1-3, 7-8,-1, -2), AND THE GMF HELPED CARE FOR CHILD
BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH BIRTHDAY (HG71=1); CHILD’S
AGE>2,]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhg72a(N)}
(0-100, -1, -2)

{qhg72u(N)}  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

#  %
1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

> Q_HG72_FC <  

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE THREE YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A= 1-3, 7-8,-1, -2)]

IF THE GRANDMOTHER [FIGURE] IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD AND CHILD’S AGE ≤3, GO
TO HG73_FC

NOTE: this item is supposed to check if the grandmother figure is in the
household, but the instrument is incorrectly checking for the grandmother
instead.

> Q_HG73 <  

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE THREE YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A= 1-3, 7-8,-1, -2); CHILD’S AGE>2; AND EITHER CHILD’S
AGE>3 OR GRANDMOTHER NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD
(QGMINHH ≠1, see note above)]
{qhg73a(N)}

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS GREATER THAN AGE 3]
Between [CHILD]'s third and fourth birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [him/her]?

[IF FOCAL CHILD IS AGE 3]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVED WITH CHILD
7 = other {qhg73ao(A)}
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG73_FC< IF CHILD'S AGE = 3, GO TO HG77

>Q_HG74< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A "GRANDMOTHER FIGURE" (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FOUR YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, -1, -2); CHILD'S AGE > 3]

{qhg74a(N)}

[FOR Rs WHOSE CHILD IS OLDER THAN 4 YEARS OLD.]
Between [CHILD]'s fourth and fifth birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 4, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[FOR Rs WHOSE CHILD IS AGE 4]
These days, does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1= YES
2= NO ------------------- | #   %
-1= DON'T KNOW   | - go to HG76
-2= REFUSED ---- --- |

>Q_HG75< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A "GRANDMOTHER FIGURE" (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FOUR YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON'T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, -1, -2), WHO CARED FOR CHILD BETWEEN 4TH AND 5TH BIRTHDAYS (HG74=1); CHILD'S AGE > 3]
About how many hours?

HOURS:
\{qhg75a(N)\}
(0-100, -1, -2)

\{qhg75u(N)\}  \[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)\]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

\(>Q\_HG75FC<\)  \[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FOUR YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-4, 7, 8, -1, -2)\]

IF THE “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (gfhome23=1) AND THE CHILD IS AGE 4, GO TO HG77.

\(>Q\_HG76<\)  \[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FOUR YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-4, 7, 8, -1, -2); AND EITHER “GMF” IS NOT IN THE HOUSEHOLD (gfhome23 ≠ 1) OR CHILD IS NOT AGE 4.\]

\{qhg76a(N)\}

\(>Q\_HG76FC<\)  \[IF CHILD IS OLDER THAN AGE 4\]
Between [CHILD]’s fourth and fifth birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [him/her]?

\(>Q\_HG76FC<\)  \[IF CHILD IS AGE 4.\]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) \{qhg76o(A)\}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

\(>Q\_HG76FC<\)  IF THE CHILD IS AGE 4, GO TO HG77.
>Q_HG76a<  
[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FIVE YEARS 
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-5, 7, 8, -1, -2)]

{qhg76aa(N)}

[IF THE CHILD IS OLDER THAN AGE 5.]
Between [CHILD]’s fifth and sixth birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 5, did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

[IF THE CHILD IS 5 YEARS OLD.]
These days, does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW | - Go to HG76bFC
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG76b<  
[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FIVE YEARS 
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-5, 7, 8, -1, -2), AND THE “GMF” TOOK CARE OF CHILD 
BETWEEN 5TH AND 6TH BIRTHDAYS.]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qhg76ba(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

{qhg76bu(N)}  
[U: Rs WHO GAVE A POSTIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG76bFC<  
Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FIVE YEARS 
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-5, 7, 8, -1, -2)]

IF THE GRANDMOTHER FIGURE IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (gthome23=1) AND THE CHILD IS AGE 5, GO TO HG76Cfc.
>Q_HG76c<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE FIVE YEARS
OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED
(HG45A= 1-5,7, 8, -1, -2); AND EITHER “GMF” IS NOT IN THE
HOUSEHOLD (gfhome23 ≠1) OR CHILD IS NOT AGE 5]

{qhg76ca(N)}

[FOR Rs WITH CHILD OLDER THAN 5 YEARS OLD]
Between [CHILD]’s fifth and sixth birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see
or visit with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WITH CHILD AGE 5]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qhg76co(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG76cFC<  IF THE CHILD IS AGE 5 (age = 5), GO TO  Q_HG77.

>Q_HG76d<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1),
WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE SIX YEARS OF
AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-8, -1, -
2)]

{qhg76da(N)}

[FOR Rs WITH FOCAL CHILD OLDER THAN AGE 6.]
Between [CHILD]’s sixth and seventh birthday, that is, when [he/she] was 6, did
[GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?
These days, does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] ever take care of [CHILD]?

1 = YES
2 = NO --------------------- | GO TO
-1 = DON’T KNOW | HG76eFC
-2 = REFUSED----------------|

>Q_HG76e< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE SIX YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-8, -1, -2); AND THE GRANDMOTHER FIGURE TOOK CARE OF THE CHILD BETWEEN 6TH AND 7TH BIRTHDAYS (HG76D = 1)]

About how many hours?

HOURS:
{qh76ea(N)}
(1-100, -1, -2)

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH

{qh76eu(N)} [U: Rs WHO GAVE A POSITIVE NUMBER OF HOURS (1-100)]

1 = PER DAY
2 = PER WEEK
3 = PER MONTH
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG76e_FC< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE 6 YEARS OLD, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-8, -1, -2)]

IF THE GRANDMOTHER FIGURE IS IN THE HOUSEHOLD (gfhome23 = 1) AND THE CHILD IS SIX YEARS OLD (age = 6) GO TO Q_HG77.

>Q_HG76f< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1), WHO WAS INVOLVED WITH CHILD AT LEAST SINCE SIX YEARS OF AGE, OR REPORTED DON’T KNOW OR REFUSED (HG45A= 1-8, -1, -2); AND EITHER THE “GMF” IS NOT IN THE HH (gfhome23 ≠ 1) OR THE CHILD IS NOT 6 YEARS OLD.]

{qh76fa(N)}

[FOR Rs WITH CHILD OLDER THAN 6 YEARS]
Between [CHILD]'s sixth and seventh birthday, how often did [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [him/her]?

[FOR Rs WITH CHILD AGE 6]
These days, how often does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] see or visit with [CHILD]?

1 = never,
2 = every few months,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = once a week or more, or
5 = almost every day?
6 = SHE LIVES WITH CHILD
7 = OTHER (SPECIFY) {qh76fo(A)}
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HG77< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh77a(N)}

Now think about the present time. These days, how much responsibility does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] take for raising [CHILD]?

1=None,
2=a little,
3=some,
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG78< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh78a(N)}

These days, how much does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]'s involvement with [CHILD] interfere or conflict with your parenting of [CHILD]?

1=None,
2=a little,
3=some,
4=a lot?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED
>Q_HG79< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh79a(N)}

These days, how much does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]'s involvement make things easier for you or make you a better parent?

1=None,  
2=a little,  
3=some,  
4=a lot?  
-1=DON’T KNOW  
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG80< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh80a(N)}

These days, how much does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]'s financial or material support, such as money, housing, or things like clothes for [CHILD], help you?

1=None,  
2=a little,  
3=some,  
4=a lot?  
-1=DON’T KNOW  
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG81< [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh81a(N)}

How often do you and [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] disagree about how to raise [CHILD]? Would you say...

1=Never,  
2=rarely,  
3=sometimes,  
4=usually, or  
5=always?  
-1=DON’T KNOW  
-2=REFUSED
How often do you and [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] disagree about how much [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] sees [CHILD] or how [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] acts with [CHILD]?

1=Never,
2=rarely,
3=sometimes,
4=usually, or
5=always?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

How often does [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] disagree about how much financial help she gives to you to help raise [CHILD]?

1=Never,
2=rarely,
3=sometimes,
4=usually, or
5=always?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

[IF AN IN-PERSON INTERVIEW (CAPIMO23 =1)]
The following statements ask about your feelings about [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE].
Look again at Card HG-1. For each item, please tell me how true that statement is for you.

[IF A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW]
The following statements ask about your feelings about [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE].
For each item, please tell me how true that statement is for you.
[GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] accepts me as I am. Would you say this is...

1=never true,
2=rarely true,
3=sometimes true,
4=often true, or
5=always true?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG85<    [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A "GRANDMOTHER FIGURE" (HG43=1)]
{qhg85a(N)}

I like to get [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]'s point of view on things I'm concerned about. Would you say this is...

1=never true,
2=rarely true,
3=sometimes true,
4=often true, or
5=always true?
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG86<    [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A "GRANDMOTHER FIGURE" (HG43=1)]
{qhg86a(N)}

Talking over my problems with [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] makes me feel ashamed or foolish. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED
>Q_HG87<  
{qhg87a(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]

[GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] expects too much from me. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG88<  
{qhg88a(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]

I get upset a lot more than [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] knows about. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG89<  
{qhg89a(N)}

[U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]

When we discuss things, [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] cares about my point of view. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED
>Q_HG90<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qhg90a(N)}

[GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] has her own problems, so I don't bother her with mine. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG91<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qhg91a(N)}

I tell [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] about my problems and troubles. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

>Q_HG92<  [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qhg92a(N)}

I feel angry with [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED
[Q_HG93] [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh93a(N)}

I trust [GRANDMOTHER FIGURE]. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

[Q_HG94] [U: Rs WHO REPORTED A “GRANDMOTHER FIGURE” (HG43=1)]
{qh94a(N)}

[GRANDMOTHER FIGURE] doesn't understand what I'm going through these days. (Would you say this is...)

1=NEVER TRUE
2=RARELY TRUE
3=SOMETIMES TRUE
4=OFTEN TRUE
5=ALWAYS TRUE
-1=DON’T KNOW
-2=REFUSED

End of Grandmother Involvement Section
MOTHER-CHILD ACTIVITIES

>Q_HA1< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha1a(N)}

[If this is an in-person interview (CAPIMO23=1)]
These next questions ask about how often you are able to do different things with [CHILD]. Please use Card HA-1 when answering.

[If this is a telephone (CAPIMO23=2)]
These next questions ask about how often you are able to do different things with [CHILD].

During the past 12 months, how often have you taken [CHILD] to fun places like the zoo or a sporting event? Would you say...

1 = almost every day,
2 = once a week or more,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = a few times a year,
5 = not in the past 12 months, or
6 = never?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA2< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha2a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you read books to [CHILD]? Would you say...

1 = almost every day,
2 = once a week or more,
3 = once a month or more,
4 = a few times a year,
5 = not in the past 12 months, or
6 = never?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HA3<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha3a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you punished [CHILD] when [he/she] misbehaved? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA4<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha4a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you done a project with [CHILD] like making something or fixing something in your house? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA5<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha5a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you scolded or yelled at [CHILD]? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HA6<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha6a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you made rules for [CHILD]'s behavior or made sure [he/she] followed the rules? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

(No item HA7)

>Q_HA8<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha8a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you helped [CHILD] learn something new? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA9<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha9a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you spanked or hit [CHILD]? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HA10<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha10a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you played with [CHILD] with toys or puzzles? (Would you say...) # %

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA11<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha11a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you played with [CHILD] physically such as roughhousing or tickling? (Would you say...) # %

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA12<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha12a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you hugged and kissed [CHILD]? (Would you say...) # %

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HA13<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha13a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you dressed [CHILD] or helped [him/her] get dressed? (Would you say...)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ALMOST EVERY DAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ONCE A WEEK OR MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ONCE A MONTH OR MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A FEW TIMES A YEAR,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NEVER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(No item HA14)

>Q_HA15<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha15a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you told [CHILD] you would punish [him/her] if [he/she] didn't behave? (Would you say...)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ALMOST EVERY DAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ONCE A WEEK OR MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ONCE A MONTH OR MORE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A FEW TIMES A YEAR,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NEVER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON'T KNOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(No items HA16 or HA17)
>Q_HA18<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha18a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you dealt with [CHILD] when [he/she] has done something wrong? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

(No item HA19)

>Q_HA20<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha20a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you laughed with [CHILD]? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

(No item HA21)

>Q_HA22<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha22a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you comforted [CHILD] when [he/she] was upset or crying? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
(No item HA23)

>Q_HA24<  
[U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha24a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you given [CHILD] a bath? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HA25<  
[U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qha25a(N)}

During the past 12 months, how often have you told [CHILD] you love [him/her]? (Would you say...)

1 = ALMOST EVERY DAY
2 = ONCE A WEEK OR MORE
3 = ONCE A MONTH OR MORE
4 = A FEW TIMES A YEAR,
5 = NOT IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS
6 = NEVER
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

End of Mother-Child Activities Section
EASI TEMPERAMENT SCALE

>Q_HYIN< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

[IF AN IN-PERSON INTERVIEW (CAPIMO23 = 1)]
Now I am going to read a number of statements describing children, and I would like you to tell me how much each of these items is like [CHILD]. Please look at Card HY-1 for the responses for these statements.

[ELSE]
Now I am going to read a number of statements describing children, and I would like you to tell me how much each of these items is like [CHILD].

>Q_HY1< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy1a(N)}

[CHILD] gets upset easily. Would you say this is...

1 = never like this child,
2 = rarely like this child,
3 = sometimes like this child,
4 = often like this child, or
5 = always like this child?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY2< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy2a(N)}

[CHILD] is always on the go. Would you say this is...

1 = never like this child,
2 = rarely like this child,
3 = sometimes like this child,
4 = often like this child, or
5 = always like this child?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HY3< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

{qhy3a(N)}

[CHILD] likes to be with others.  (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY4< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

{qhy4a(N)}

[He/She] tends to be impulsive.  (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY5< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]

{qhy5a(N)}

[He/She] tends to cry easily.  (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HY6<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy6a(N)}

[He/She] likes to be off and running as soon as [he/she] wakes up (from a nap). (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY7<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy7a(N)}

[He/She] makes friends easily. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY8<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy8a(N)}

Learning self-control is difficult for [CHILD]. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HY9<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy9a(N)}

[He/She] is easily frightened. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY10<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy10a(N)}

[He/She] cannot sit still long. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY11<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy11a(N)}

[He/She] tends to be shy. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HY12<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]  
{qhy12a(N)}

[He/She] gets bored easily. (Would you say this is...)  

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,  
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,  
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,  
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR  
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY13<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]  
{qhy13a(N)}

[CHILD] is easygoing or happy-go-lucky. (Would you say this is...)  

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,  
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,  
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,  
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR  
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY14<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]  
{qhy14a(N)}

[CHILD] prefers quiet games such as block play or coloring to more active games. (Would you say this is...)  

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,  
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,  
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,  
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR  
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HY15< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy15a(N)}

[He/She] tends to be independent. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,  
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,  
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,  
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR  
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY16< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy16a(N)}

[He/She] learns to resist temptation easily. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,  
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,  
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,  
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR  
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY17< [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy17a(N)}

[He/She] has a quick temper. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,  
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,  
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,  
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR  
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HY18<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy18a(N)}

[He/She] fidgets at meals and similar occasions. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY19<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy19a(N)}

[CHILD] prefers to play by [him/her]self rather than with others. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HY20<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhy20a(N)}

[He/She] goes from toy to toy quickly. (Would you say this is...)

1 = NEVER LIKE THIS CHILD,
2 = RARELY LIKE THIS CHILD,
3 = SOMETIMES LIKE THIS CHILD,
4 = OFTEN LIKE THIS CHILD, OR
5 = ALWAYS LIKE THIS CHILD?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

End of EASI Temperament Scale
MATERNAL ROLE STRAIN & WORK FLEXIBILITY

>Q_QHRIN<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{QHRINa(N)}

Now I have some questions concerning how you feel about your family life and your work.

Before going further, we'd just like to confirm your current marital status. Are you...

1 = married and living with your spouse
2 = married and not living with your spouse
3 = living with a boyfriend or partner
4 = in a relationship, but not living together
5 = in an on/off relationship
6 = not currently in a relationship
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

Note: This creates the variables sppar, sp_part, marrel, and magrel to fill in spouse/partner and marriage/relationship, respectively, for questions below.

>Q_HR1<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhr1a(N)}

For these next questions, work can mean many things: paid employment, unpaid work or community service required by the welfare department, job training or job search, or school or other educational activities.

In the past month, have you been involved in any type of paid employment?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR2<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhr2a(N)}

In the past month, have you been involved in any type of unpaid employment or community service activities?

1 = YES
2 = NO
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR3<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhr3a(N)}

In the past month, have you been involved in any types of job training or job search activities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HR4<  [U: ALL EDS PRIMARY CAREGIVERS]
{qhr4a(N)}

In the past month, have you been involved in any type of school or educational activities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HR4FC<

IF IN THE PAST MONTH R HAS NOT HAD PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1≠1) AND HAS NOT HAD UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND HAS NOT HAD ANY TYPE OF JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITY (HR3≠1) AND HAS NOT BEEN INVOLVED IN ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1), GO TO HR52.

NOTE: IN QUESTIONS THROUGH HR51, WORDING VARIES DEPENDING ON WHETHER R REPORTED ONLY WORK ACTIVITIES (“YES” TO HR1 OR HR2 OR HR3, BUT “NO” TO HR4), ONLY SCHOOL ACTIVITIES (“YES” TO ONLY HR4), OR BOTH (“YES” TO HR1 OR HR2 OR HR3, BUT HR4≠”NO”). THE CHOICE OF WORDS IS SHOWN IN BRACKETS IN THE QUESTION.

>Q_HR5<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

Do you do these [work activities/educational activities/work activities and educational activities] on a regular day schedule, night or weekend shifts, split shifts, or does your schedule change week to week? CODE ALL THAT APPLY
152

{qhr5tg_1 through qhr5tg_6(A)} # %
1 = REGULAR DAY SHIFT/SCHEDULE
2 = NIGHT OR WEEKEND SHIFTS/SCHEDULES
3 = SPLIT SHIFTS
4 = SCHEDULE CHANGES WEEK TO WEEK
5 = DON'T KNOW
6 = REFUSED

> Q_HR6 <

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr6a(N)}

[IF AN IN-PERSON INTERVIEW (CAPIMO23 = 1)]
The following questions are about your feelings about your family life and goals. Please look at Card HR-1 and tell me how much you disagree or agree with each of these statements.

[ELSE]
The following questions are about your feelings about your family life and goals. Please tell me how much you disagree or agree with each of these statements.

When I look back in years to come, I think I will regret not having spent more time with [CHILD/my children]. Would you say that you...

# %
1 = disagree strongly,
2 = disagree slightly,
3 = agree slightly, or
4 = agree strongly?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

> Q_HR7 <

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr7a(N)}
My involvement in my [work activities/educational activities/work and educational activities] makes it hard for me to be the kind of parent I would like to be. Would you say that you...

1 = disagree strongly,
2 = disagree slightly,
3 = agree slightly, or
4 = agree strongly?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR8< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr8a(N)}

Things pile up at [work/school/work and school] because I have too much to do. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR9< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr9a(N)}

I have problems making arrangements for [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

Note: The variable used to fill child/children is q_demlch. qdem1ch =1 must indicate that the mother has more than just the focal child.
>Q_HR10<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID
EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE
(HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1)
OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr10a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]
My responsibilities as a parent are taking a toll on my social life.

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
My responsibilities as a parent are taking a toll on my relationship.

(Would you say that you...)

#   %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR11<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID
EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE
(HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1)
OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr11a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]
I have too much on my mind to enjoy my social life.

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
I have too much on my mind to get into the spirit of romance in my relationship.

(Would you say that you...)

#   %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR12<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID
EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE
(HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1)
OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]
I think my [work activities/educational activities/work and educational activities] set a good example for [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR13<

[ U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

My responsibilities at [work/school/work and at school] take a toll on my social life.

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]

My responsibilities at [work/school/work and at school] take a toll on my social life.

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

My responsibilities at [work/school/work and at school] take a toll on my relationship.

(Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR14<

[ U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

My responsibilities at [work/school/work and at school] take a toll on my relationship.
I feel pulled in too many directions. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q HR15<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr15a(N)}

I sometimes feel I'm missing out on some of the best moments of [CHILD/my children]'s life. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q HR16<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr16a(N)}

Responsibilities at home are putting me under some strain. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR17< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr17a(N)}

Responsibilities at [work/school/work and school] are putting me under some strain. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR18< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr18a(N)}

I let things go around the house because I have too much to do. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR19< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr19a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)] My social life would be a greater source of satisfaction if I were not so involved in my [work/educational/work and educational] activities.

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)] My relationship would be a greater source of satisfaction if I were not so involved in my [work/educational/work and educational] activities.
(Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR20<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID 
EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE 
(HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) 
OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr20a(N)}

My [work/educational/work and educational] activities really help my family out. (Would you 
say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR21<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID 
EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE 
(HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) 
OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr21a(N)}

When I'm relaxing, I feel guilty about the things I might be doing. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR22<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]  

{qhr22a(N)}

I envy people who have fewer commitments than I do. (Would you say that you...)  

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR23<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]  

{qhr23a(N)}

My involvement in family life interferes with my ability to achieve my goals at [work/school/work and school]. (Would you say that you...)  

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR24<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]  

{qhr24a(N)}

The quality of my everyday family life would be better if I were less involved in my [work/educational/work and educational] activities. (Would you say that you...)  

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR25< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr25a(N)}

I have as much time to myself as I want. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR26< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr26a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]
My social life would be a greater source of satisfaction if I were less involved in [CHILD/my children].

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
My relationship would be a greater source of satisfaction if I were less involved in [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR27< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]
My family could not get by if I didn't [work/go to school/work and go to school]. (Would you say that you...)  

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

Too much is expected of me with respect to housework. (Would you say that you...)  

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

I think I [work/go to school/work and go to school] too many hours. (Would you say that you...)  

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON'T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR30<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr30a(N)}

I feel that I have too much to do and not enough time or energy to do it all. (Would you say that you...) # %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR31<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr31a(N)}

I feel that pressures from [work/educational/work and educational] activities carry over into my family life. (Would you say that you...) # %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR32<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr32a(N)}

I feel that pressures from my family carry over into my [work/school/work and school] life. (Would you say that you...) # %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR33< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)] {qhr33a(N)}

My [work/school/work and school] hours interfere with my family life. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR34< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)] {qhr34a(N)}

I wish I had more freedom. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR35< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr35a(N)}

I don't have the time to do as much as I'd like to with [CHILD/my children] (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY, # %
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR36< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr36a(N)}

When I go to bed at night, my mind is often full of all the things I have to do tomorrow. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY, # %
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR37< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr37a(N)}
Too much is expected of me with respect to the care of [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say that you...) 

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR38< 
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr38a(N)}

Problems with childcare arrangements interfere with my schedule at [work/school/work and school]. (Would you say that you...) 

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR39< 
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr39a(N)}

Traveling to and from [school/work/work and school] gets in the way of my family life. This includes commuting to and from your home. (Would you say that you...) 

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR40<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr40a(N)}

I feel burned out. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR41<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr41a(N)}

If you had your choice, would you choose to work full time, work part time, go to school full time, go to school part time, combine working and school, or would you rather stay home full time?

1 = WORK FULL TIME
2 = WORK PART TIME
3 = GO TO SCHOOL FULL TIME
4 = GO TO SCHOOL PART TIME
5 = COMBINE WORKING AND SCHOOL
6 = STAY HOME FULL TIME
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR42<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]
Please tell me how often each of the following statements are true for you.

My [work/school/work and school] schedule(s) are flexible when I need to attend to family needs such as taking [CHILD/my children] to the doctor. Would you say this is...

1 = seldom or never true,  
2 = sometimes true, or  
3 = usually or always true?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

If I have to miss [work/school/work or school] because of family needs, I can work at home or go [into work/in/in] on a different day to make up the time. Would you say this is...

1 = seldom or never true,  
2 = sometimes true, or  
3 = usually or always true?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

If I needed to, I could bring [CHILD/my children] to [work/school/work or school] with me in an emergency. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,  
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR  
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
Q_HR45

I can take an occasional day off if I need to. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

Q_HR46

[Shift and work/Class and school/Shift, work, and school] schedules cause extra stress for me and [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

Q_HR47

It’s difficult to deal with childcare problems during [working/school/working and school] hours. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR48<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr48a(N)}

My schedule makes it easy to be on time. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR49<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr49a(N)}

It's OK if I get phone calls from home while I'm at [work/school/work or school]. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR50<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1) OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr50a(N)}

I can call home to check in when I'm at [work/school/work or school]. (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR51<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD EITHER PAID
EMPLOYMENT (HR1=1) OR UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE
(HR2=1) OR ANY JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3=1)
OR ANY SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4=1)]

{qhr51a(N)}

I often have to stay late at [work or work overtime/school/ work or school or work overtime]
when I'd rather not.  (Would you say this is...)

1 = SELDOM OR NEVER TRUE,  --------------  |
2 = SOMETIMES TRUE, OR | - go to end
3 = USUALLY OR ALWAYS TRUE? |   of this section
-1 = DON’T KNOW |
-2 = REFUSED----------------------------------------|

NOTE: THE REST OF THE QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ARE FOR RESPONDENTS
WHO REPORTED NO WORK (PAID OR UNPAID), NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH,
AND NO SCHOOL IN THE PAST MONTH.

>Q_HR52<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK
(HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1)
AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO
SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr52a(N)}

[IF AN IN-PERSON INTERVIEW (CAPIMO23 = 1)]

The following questions are about your feelings about your family life and your goals. Please
look at Card HR-1 again and tell me how much you disagree or agree with each of these
statements.

[ELSE]

The following questions are about your feelings about your family life and your goals. Please
tell me how much you disagree or agree with each of these statements.

When I look back in years to come, I think I will regret not having spent more time with
[CHILD/my children].  Would you say that you...

1 = disagree strongly,
2 = disagree slightly,
3 = agree slightly, or
4 = agree strongly?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR53< \[U: \text{Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4} \neq 1)\]\{qhr53a(N)\}

I have problems making arrangements for [CHILD/my children].

Would you say that you...

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{#} & \% \\
1 & \text{disagree strongly,} \\
2 & \text{disagree slightly,} \\
3 & \text{agree slightly, or} \\
4 & \text{agree strongly?} \\
-1 & \text{DON’T KNOW} \\
-2 & \text{REFUSED}
\end{array}
\]

>Q_HR54< \[U: \text{Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4} \neq 1)\]\{qhr54a(N)\}

Working would take my mind off my worries at home.   (Would you say that you...)

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{#} & \% \\
1 & \text{DISAGREE STRONGLY,} \\
2 & \text{DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,} \\
3 & \text{AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR} \\
4 & \text{AGREE STRONGLY?} \\
-1 & \text{DON’T KNOW} \\
-2 & \text{REFUSED}
\end{array}
\]

>Q_HR55< \[U: \text{Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3} \neq 1) \text{ AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4} \neq 1)\]\{qhr55a(N)\}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]

My responsibilities as a parent are taking a toll on my social life.
[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
My responsibilities as a parent are taking a toll on my relationship.

(Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR56< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr56a(N)}

Working would give me a break from parenting. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR57< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr57a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]
I have too much on my mind to enjoy my social life.

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
I have too much on my mind to get into the spirit of romance in my relationship.

(Would you say that you...)
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

> Q_HR58 <

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1 ≠ 1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2 ≠ 1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3 ≠ 1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4 ≠ 1)]

I feel pulled in too many directions. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

> Q_HR59 <

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1 ≠ 1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2 ≠ 1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3 ≠ 1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4 ≠ 1)]

My life would be overwhelming if I were working and taking care of my family. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR60< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1 ≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2 ≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3 ≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4 ≠1)]

{qhr60a(N)}

I sometimes feel I'm missing out on some of the best moments of [CHILD/my children]'s life. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR61< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1 ≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2 ≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3 ≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4 ≠1)]

{qhr61a(N)}

Responsibilities at home are putting me under some strain. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR62< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1 ≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2 ≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3 ≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4 ≠1)]

{qhr62a(N)}

I would be a better role model for [CHILD/my children] if I were working. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR63< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr63a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]
I think my social life would be better if I worked.

[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
I think my relationship would be better if I worked.

(Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR64< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr64a(N)}

I let things go around the house because I have too much to do. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR65<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr65a(N)}

When I'm relaxing, I feel guilty about the things I might be doing. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR66<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr66a(N)}

I would feel better about myself if I were working.   (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR67<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr67a(N)}

I envy people who have fewer commitments than I do.   (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR68<  

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr68a(N)}

I have as much time to myself as I want.  (Would you say that you...)

#     %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON`T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR69<  

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr69a(N)}

If I worked, I would enjoy the time I had for [CHILD/my children] more. (Would you say that you...)

#     %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON`T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR70<  

[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr70a(N)}

[FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)]

My social life would be a greater source of satisfaction if I were less involved in [CHILD/my children].
[FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
My relationship would be a greater source of satisfaction if I were less involved in [CHILD/my children].

(Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR71< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr71a(N)}

Too much is expected of me with respect to housework. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR72< [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr72a(N)}

When I look back in years to come, I think I will regret not having worked. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR73<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr73a(N)}

FOR Rs NOT CURRENTLY IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN=6)
I think it's really important for my social life that I'm a full-time homemaker.

FOR Rs WHO ARE IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)
I think it's really important for my relationship that I'm a full-time homemaker.

(Would you say that you...)

#  %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR74<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr74a(N)}

If I worked, my whole family would benefit.  (Would you say that you...)

#  %
1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON'T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR75<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr75a(N)}

I feel that I have too much to do and not enough time or energy to do it all. (Would you say that you...)
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>Q_HR76<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

\{qhr76a(N)\}

I wish I had more freedom. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR77<  
[U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

\{qhr77a(N)\}

I don't have the time to do as much as I'd like to with [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR78<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr78a(N)}

When I go to bed at night, my mind is often full of all the things I have to do tomorrow. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR79<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr79a(N)}

I set a good example for [CHILD/my children] by being at home. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR80<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr80a(N)}

Too much is expected of me with respect to the care of [CHILD/my children]. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
>Q_HR81<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr81a(N)}

I feel burned out. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR82<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr82a(N)}

My family could not get by if I worked full time. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HR83<  [U: Rs WHO IN THE PAST MONTH HAVE HAD NO PAID WORK (HR1≠1) AND NO UNPAID WORK/COMMUNITY SERVICE (HR2≠1) AND NO JOB TRAINING/JOB SEARCH ACTIVITIES (HR3≠1) AND NO SCHOOL/EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY (HR4≠1)]

{qhr83a(N)}

I think it's really important for [CHILD/my children] that I'm a full-time homemaker. (Would you say that you...)

1 = DISAGREE STRONGLY,  
2 = DISAGREE SLIGHTLY,  
3 = AGREE SLIGHTLY, OR  
4 = AGREE STRONGLY?  
-1 = DON’T KNOW  
-2 = REFUSED
If you had your choice, would you choose to work full time, work part time, go to school full time, go to school part time, combine working and school, or would you rather stay home full time?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WORK FULL TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WORK PART TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GO TO SCHOOL FULL TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GO TO SCHOOL PART TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>COMBINE WORKING AND SCHOOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>STAY HOME FULL TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End of the Maternal Role Strain & Work Flexibility Section
MOTHER-PARTNER RELATIONSHIP (ACASI)

NOTE: THIS SECTION IS ADMINISTERED BY AUDIO-CASI.

NOTE: THE ITEMS IN THIS SECTION USE A FILL FOR [SPOUSE/PARTNER] BASED ON R’s ANSWER TO ITEM QHRIN IN THE PRECEDING SECTION:
IF QHRIN=1-2, MARRIED, WE FILL SPOUSE;
FOR ALL OTHERS, WE FILL PARTNER.
RESPONDENTS WHO REPORT THAT THEY ARE NOT IN ANY RELATIONSHIP AT ALL (QHRIN=6) SKIP THIS SECTION.

(No item HB1)

>Q_HB2<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb2a(A)}

These next questions are about any romantic relationship you may be in right now, whether you're married, living with someone, or just dating or seeing someone.

What is your [spouse/partner]'s first name?
If in-person interview [CAPIMO23=1]: Please use the letter keys to type their first name, then press the Enter key.

FIRST NAME

>Q_HB2A<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb2aa(A)}

What is your [spouse/partner]'s last name?
If in-person interview [CAPIMO23=1]: Please use the letter keys to type their last name, then press the Enter key.

LAST NAME

>Q_HB3<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

How long have you and your [spouse/partner] been together?

YEARS _____ MONTHS _____
{qhb3y(N)} {qhb3m(N)}
(0-99, -1, -2) (0-12, -1, -2)
>Q_HB4< [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb4a(N)}

Which of the following best describes the degree of happiness, everything considered, of your present [marriage/relationship]? The middle number, 4, represents "happy", the degree of happiness which most people get from a [marriage/relationship]. A 1 is very unhappy, and a 7 means perfectly happy. How would you rate your current [marriage/relationship]?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>very unhappy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>mostly unhappy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>unhappy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>mostly happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>very happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>perfectly happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

>Q_HB5< [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb5a(N)}

How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about handling household finances?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Always agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>almost always agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>occasionally disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>frequently disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>almost always disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>always disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DON’T KNOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about matters of recreation, meaning what you do for fun or in your free time?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about demonstrations of affection, such as touching or kissing in public?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about friends?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB9< [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb9a(N)}

How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about sexual relations?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB10< [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb10a(N)}

How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about conventionality, that is, correct or proper behavior?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB11< [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb11a(N)}
How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about philosophy of life, that is, the way you view life?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB12<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb12a(N)}

How much do you and your [spouse/partner] agree or disagree about ways of dealing with in-laws or other family members?

1 = Always agree
2 = almost always agree
3 = occasionally disagree
4 = frequently disagree
5 = almost always disagree
6 = always disagree
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB13<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb13a(N)}

When you disagree with your [spouse/partner], what usually happens? Does [spouse/partner] give in, do you give in, or do you come to an agreement by mutual give-and-take?

1 = [Spouse/partner] gives in
2 = You give in
3 = You come to an agreement by mutual give-and-take
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB14<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]
{qhb14a(N)}
How many outside interests and activities do you and your [spouse/partner] engage in together?

1 = all of them
2 = some of them
3 = very few of them
4 = none of them together
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB15<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb15a(N)}

In leisure time, do you generally prefer to be on the go or to stay at home?

1 = on the go
2 = stay at home
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB16<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb16a(N)}

In leisure time, does your [spouse/partner] generally prefer to be on the go or to stay at home?

1 = on the go
2 = stay at home
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

>Q_HB17<  [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb17a(N)}

How often do you wish you had not gotten into your current [marriage/relationship]?

1 = frequently
2 = occasionally
3 = rarely
4 = never
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED
[Q_HB18] [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb18a(N)}

[FOR RESPONDENTS WHO ARE MARRIED, QHRIN=1-2] If you had your life to live over, do you think you would marry the same person, marry a different person, or not at all?

[FOR RESPONDENTS WHO ARE NOT MARRIED, QHRIN≠1-2] If you had your life to live over, do you think you would start a relationship with the same person, start a relationship with a different person, or not at all?

1 = the same person
2 = a different person
3 = not at all
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

[Q_HB19] [U: PRIMARY CAREGIVERS WHO REPORT BEING IN A RELATIONSHIP (QHRIN≠6)]

{qhb19a(N)}

How often do you confide in your [spouse/partner], that is tell [spouse/partner] what you’re thinking about or about things you’re worried about?

1 = almost never
2 = rarely
3 = in most things
4 = in everything
-1 = DON’T KNOW
-2 = REFUSED

End of Mother-Partner Relationship Section